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ABSTRACT

Experiments aimed at gaining insight into the plasma arc and rail damage in
railguns are described and discussed. The railgun body was constructed of clear
polycarbonate to allow streak photographs of the plasma to be taken. A powder-gun
injector was used to reduce initial rail damage. The development of the injector and
projectiles is described. Rails with plain surfaces, alternating aluminium inserts, and
lengthwise insulating stripes were studied. Both aluminium and copper foils were used
for plasma initiation. The results from the experiments enable plasma formation to be
explained in terms of the vapourization energy of the foil and material taken up from the
bore. Magnetic pick-up coils were used to study plasma length and current distribution
and the theory of the coils and a look-up table of calculated waveforms is given. A non-
metallurgical study of rail damage has been made, and damage mechanisms are
identified. A qualitative model of the plasma is described, in which two current
conduction modes at the rail-plasma boundary are identified. These are an ohmic (direct
contact) mode, and an arc-root mode. The severe rail-surface damage observed is
thought to be due to boundary conduction in the ohmic mode rather than to the current-
carrying am-roots leaving and entering the rails.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH A SMALL INJECTED RAILGUN

1. RAILGUN DEVELOPMT AT MRL

Early in the MRL railgun program it was generally thought by railgun
researchers that experimental railuns utilizing plasma-arcs would attain
velocities of about 10 km/s. Barrel strength was a prime consideration in the
attainment of such velocities from railguns and led to the constructions shown
in Fig. 1 (1] for barrels about I m long. The rails were held in place by
four ceramic pieces arranged to form a box section, around which an epoxy-
kevlar composite was wound.

The early MIL experiments independently showed that velocities of 10
km/s would not be readily achievable and there was need for much more
knowledge of the in-bore processes during the acceleration. Optical fibres
were inserted as sensors into the rails to examine in-bore effects, but with
limited success C2]. Damage to the fibre ends, for example, was a
problem. Another problem was that rail damage was so severe that only one
shot could be obtained from a pair of rails. It was difficult to remove and
replace the rails using the barrel constructions shown in Fig. 1. Liquid
nitrogen was used to shrink the rails to make this possible.

The above factors led to the construction of railguns with bodies
consisting of two halves bolted together, enabling rails to be replaced
quickly and making it easy to insert optical and magnetic probes wherever and
whenever desired. The desire to study the plasma during acceleration led to
the suggestion that clear plastic be used for the bodies. Perspex was tried,
but cracked badly at the corners of the bore. Clear polycarbonate was tried
next, together with rails which had rounded corners. These bodies (Fig. 2)
were very successful. They could be used many times before any cracks
developed. The clear bodies enabled the plasma to be photographed by streak
and framing cameras and yielded, with directness and certainty, information
that would be very difficult to obtain by other methods.
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The Ripper guns used 16 mm x 5 m rails, a more likely geometry for
actual railgums. and a larger, square bore, 10 mm x 10 mm which is a more
likely cross-section. A powder-gun injector stage was also added to the

* .Ripper bodies to reduce plasma-initiation rail damage by giving the projectile
a velocity of about 1 kale before it entered the railgun. Two versions of
Nipper guns were constructed. One version was 500 m long and was used forjthe experiments described in this report and in Reference 8. The other
version was 2.4 m long and was used in experiments to connect a second-stage
electrical power source to the gun by 'puff-switching' (4].

The work reported here covered the period November 1984 to November
1985, and formed part of the NIL railgun program which coenced in 1979 and
finished in June 1986. The final phase of the program is reported in
Reference 4.

2. EXPERIMENTS USING 500 -a LONG 'RIPPER' RAILGUNS

2.1 Introduction

As was indicated above, three important aspects of railgun
investigations are the rail damage mechanisms, the details of how the plasma-
arc is established, and how the plasma carries current from one rail to the
other.

Rail damage is particularly severe when a projectile is accelerated
from zero velocity (5]. The surface metal in the starting region melts
because of the heat from the plasma-arc and resolidifies into lumps and
ridges. The damage is so severe that the use of the rails for a second shot
is generally not possible. If however the projectile enters the railgun at

kabout 1 km/s, the breech region of the rails is exposed to the arc for a much
shorter time and reduced thermal damage is expected. At a sufficiently high
injection velocity, the residual damage should be of a different kind, more
related to the current flow between the rails and the plasma. Injection.
however, requires different and more complex means of electrical switching and
of causing plasma arc initiation than the simple methods that work well for
railguns using static starts.

While logically a reduction in the plasma dwell time by injection
was expected to reduce damage, an understanding of the process of establishing
the plasma would be required to make a significant impact on early-damage
reduction. This subject is dealt with in some detail in the report.

Study of the developed plasma, on the other hand, is intrinsic to
obtaining a better understanding of the propulsion mechanism. In simple
terms, if the plasma was an ideal sliding conductor it would have zero
electrical resistance and zero drag and would tiansmit to the projectile a
force, F, which is closely estimated bys

3
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where L' is the high frequency inductance per unit length of the rails, and I
is the rail current. In practice, however, neither the zero resistance
condition nor total force value is obtained. This is evidenced by the failure
of existing theoretical models to accurately predict railgun performance.

Apart from the standard current and muzzle voltage measurements, as
many means of probing the plasma as possible are desirable to investigate its
mechanisms. Spectroscopy is one such means, and gives valuable information
concerning plasma temperature, composition and degree of ionization (6].
Streak photography, together with time and position markers that enable data
from other sources such as magnetic pick-up coils to be accurately correlated
with the photographic detail, is another means. Both techniques were used for
the experiments discussed in this report. In addition, interpretations
regarding the plasma model have been made from rail damage observations.

2.2 Objectives

The objectives of the investigations reported here were:

i) To obtain and study examples of rail damage free of the gross damage
caused by stationary startsi

(ii) To obtain and study information pertaining to the plasma arc, in
particular breech and muzzle voltages, currents, magnetic pick-up
coil waveforms and streak photographs;

(iii) To develop a compact and simple injector as an important aid in the
above investigations.

2.3 Kquiment and Operation

A 500 mm long Ripper railgun with a powder-gun injector (Fig. 3) was
used. Fig. 4 showe one of the experimental arrangements. The rail material
was a copper - 0.61 cadmium alloy approximating B52873:C108. The alloy had
been selected for earlier experiments on the basis of greater strength and
wear resistance than high-conductivity copper. Conductivity of the alloy is
80 to 952 that of pure copper. The rails (16 mm x 5 mm cross-section) were
rubbed to a smooth finish on the bore sides with 800 grade and finer emery
paper to remove surface burrs and nicks. The two-piece clear laminated
polycarbonate body was clamped between a base plate and two upper plates using
12 = diameter coarse thread, medium-tensile-strength bolts at 25 mm
intervals. The bolts were tightened with an air wrench to 80 No torque. Fig.
3 shows a section through the railgun.

4
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SECTIO A-A VIEWING GAP

FIGURE 3 (Contd) (b) Section A-A through Ripper gun-body.

FIGMR 4 Experimental arrangement used during development of injector.
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I The capacitor bank and a 6.3 u inductor were used for the power
source. The capacitor bank was discharged into the inductor via a main switch

and the railgun (Fig. 5). At peak current the capacitor bank was crowbarred
by a spark-gap which was triggered by diodes and an exploding fuse-wire (7].

MAIN
SWITCH O.AuH or 1.opHIRIPPER RAILOUN

1s00 CROWBAR
or SWITCH

200QuFP

FIGU= $ Power source for Ripper firings

Two sizes of capacitor bank were used. In the first experiments the
bank consisted of eight 200 pF Maxwell type 3378 10 kV capacitors in parallel
(Fig. 4). For these experiments a spark-gap was used as the main switch to
connect the capacitor bank to the inductor and railgun circuit. The spark-gap
was triggered by a spark introduced into the gap upon detection of the arrival
of the projectile at the end of the powder-gun.

For the later experiments the capacitors were assembled into racks
containing 5 units in parallel and an ignitron was used for the main switch
instead of the spark-gap. Two racks of capacitors i.e 2000 pF were used. The
diode-triggered spark-gap was still used to crowbar the capacitors.

The measurement and control system used in the experiments is shown
in Fig. 6.

Current supplied to the railgun was measured with a Rogoweki belt
placed around one of the inductor busbars and connected to a simple low-pass
RC filter with a time-constant of 15 ms. Voltages were generally measured
with the aid of 1000i1 high impedance dividers, but in later experiments some
measurements of the muzzle voltage were made using a current transformer to I
monitor the current through a shunt resistor across the muzzle.

7 __
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FIG=I 6 Measurement and control system using a spark-gap main switch
and analog fibre-optic measurement links.
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Injection velocity vas estimated firstly by measuring the time

interval between the arrival of the flash of the powder gun at two points.

This was done with two fibre optic probes - one placed 20 mm in front of, and
the other 20 m behind the interface between the injector and the railgun.
Secondly, the above velocity was compared with that deduced from the position

of the earliest arc-damage on the rails and the known delay from injection

flash to the main-switch trigger.

Exit velocity was measured principally by recording the time
interval between the projectile breaking a 0.5 mm diameter pencil-lead (break-
wire) mounted 150-200 = beyond the railgun muzzle and the projectile passing
through a printed foil (grid on copper-clad polyester) break-screen. This was
mounted on the front of the projectile catch tank which was placed 0.5 m to 1
m down-range. A muzzle flash detecting probe was used to complement the
pencil-lead break and to provide evidence on effectiveness of obturation.
The probe consisted of a 1 mm optical fibre inserted in a 1 mm diameter
stainless steel tube mounted flush with the muzzle face. The steel tube
provided protection and restricted the probe's field of view.

Magnetic pick-up coils as shown in Fig. 7(a) were used in all
experiments. Groups of smaller coils were used in some experiments. Coils
were oriented to respond to the plasma flux and not the rail flux i.e. the
coil axis was directed along the railgun barrel. The multiple coils were used
to study dynamic activity within the plasma. The results are reported
elsewhere (8]. Coil locations are shown in Fig. 7(b).

3N0
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FIGUR 7 Magnetic pick-up coils and locations covering all reported shots.
The larger hole was for arc-root investigations. Coils consist of
10 turns upon 5 mm former. Centre of coil was 7.5 mm beneath the
bottom of the bore (12.5 mm below centre of bore).
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A streak camera (Hycam) was used to photograph the plasma arc as it
travelled along the railgun. A mirror mounted above the railgun (Fig. 4)
transmitted an overhead view to the camera. A set of position marker bars was
generally laid along the railgun to provide a distance calibration for the
streak photograph.

IThe control signal network and the equipment and operating times are
shown in Fig. S. When the fire button was pressed the streak camera was

started and a delayed pulse generator was triggered. A period of 700 ms was
allowed for the film to come up to speed, at which time the delayed-pulse
generator sent a pulse to release the trigger of the powder-gun injector. The

cartridge then fired, driving the projectile down the barrel. As the
projectile passed the first of the fibre optic probes in the injector muzzle,
the flash from the burning gases generated a signal which was used to trigger
a second delayed pulse generator. After 35 ps this generator sent a pulse to
the spark generator circuit which, after a further 20 ps, produced the spark
to close the main switch.

Td" i,- d" EXTR 20I
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10 is wide, was coupled in synchronism with the recorder triggering into all
recorders capable of the necessary circuit modification. The marker pulse on
these records thus appears approximately 20 ps before main switch initiation.

The firing of the Sun consists of several high power electrical
discharges which are electrically very noisy and much effort was required to
reduce the effects of electrical noise on both control and recording
equipment. The open-air main arc-switch was particularly troublesome and it
was prone to disrupt data recording equipment at the instant it was
triggered. One type of recorder, the Datalab DL910, was particularly
susceptible, and would sometimes be 'paralysed' for several seconds by the
main switch.

Noise effects were minimized by using a battery and invertor to
power some instruments, by using isolation transformers for others and by
earthing equipment clusters at one point only. As much as possible, inter-
equipment electrical connections were avoided. Extensive use was made of
fibre-optics in triggering circuitry. It was also found that noise was
reduced by terminating the railgun muzzle with a resistor of about 100 Q,which
corresponds roughly with the railgun characteristic impedance when it is
viewed as an electrical transmission line.

2.4 Summary of fWperimnmte

Following the development of a suitable powder-gun injector, five
experimental programs were carried out using 500 mm long Ripper railguns.
Rails from each of the five programs are shown in Fig. 9. The data from the
12 most successful shots are used in this Report.

The features of the five programs are as follows,

() Aluminium initiating foils and a 6.3 MH storage inductance were used
for the firings designated RIP 301 to RIP 306.

(ii) Aluminium foils and a 1.5 yH storage inductance were used for the
firings designated RIP 307 to RIP 311.

(iii) A matrix of 9 small magnetic pick-up coils was inserted as close to
the bore as possible (Fig. 7) to detect individual arcs within the
plasma. These firings were designated SUBAC 1 to SUBAC 4.

(iv) Aluminium strips were keyed into rail surfaces to study the
transport of material both across and along the bore for the firings
designated RIPAL 1 and RIPAL 2.

(v) Three channels were machined lengthwise in the rail faces and filled
with an epoxy (heavily loaded with silica) for the single experiment
designated RIPLAM.

~11
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The 1600 yP capacitor bank and the spark-gap main switch were used
for programs (1) and (ii). for programs (iii) and (v) copper initiating foils
were used, the capacitor bank was 2000 yF and the ignitron was used as the
main switch in place of the spark-gap. The storage inductor was 6.3 yH.

Except for SUBAC 3. all firings were made with the capacitor bank
charged to 6 kV. The voltage in the case of SUBAC 3 was 5 k.

The storage inductance was reduced from 6.3 pH to 1.5 UH in (ii)
because with the higher value of inductance the injection velocity of about
1400 m/s caused the projectile to travel too far in the railgun (about 250 mi)
before the current reached its peak value. This left only about 200 uma for
the inductive drive phase. The region of stable plasm and well defined
electric propulsion was thus very short. By reducing the inductance
(shorting-out turns on the 6.3 pH inductor), the time to peak current was
reduced and the period of inductive drive was increased. Despite this
advantage, the 6.3 pH system was reinstated for subsequent experiments, in
order to retain some point of reference for rail damage investigations.

The change to copper initiating foils in programs (iII) and (v) was
not dictated by the requirements of the experiments, but by practical reasons
associated with reliable plasma initiation. Aspects of reliability and foil
selection are further discussed in Section 3.

The special purpose of the SUBAC series was to obtain evidence for
the plasma-arc model proposed by Marshall (9]. According to this model, the
plasma is connected to the rails via numerous 'sub-arcs' which move along the
interface between the rails and the bulk plasma. The RIPAL and RIPLAM
experiments also contained groups of pick-up coils to test this model. This
aspect of the experiments is reported elsewhere (8].

The RIPLAM experiment was designed to test the idea, developed by
MEL workers, that if the major current conduction from the rails to the plasma
occurred on arc spots or arc tracks, then not all the rail surface was
needed. The use of insulated channels embedded in the rail surface,
therefore, might restrict the current to a lesser, but adequate, area of
copper without increase in rail damage. The hard insulated channels would
suffer less damage, enabling the rails to be re-used by providing a smooth
projectile riding surface. It was recognized that obturation problems could
arise in subsequent shots using the same rails, as a result of differences in
wear rates of the copper and insulating strips.

14
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3. POWDER GUN INJECTOR AND PROJECTILE D LOPHET

3.1 Introductim

The addition of a powder-Sun injector to the tipper railgun required
solutions to a number of problems which only became evident as experimentation
proceeded.

For example, initiation of the plasma armature was a problem.
Aluminium foils placed directly across the rear end of the cuboid projectiles,
as previously used in stationary-start railguns, ware damaged by the powder
blast. Initially it was thought that the hot. brightly glowing gases from the
powder-gun might be conductive enough to break down and form a plasma armature
when they entered the railgun behind the projectile. This would have
eliminated the need for a foil behind the projectile and, possibly, also the
need for a main switch. Early experiments showed, as had been inferred from a
study by Chung (10], that the powder-gun gates were not conductive enough and
would have required seeding.

Another problem was due to the low mass of the projectiles (0.5 g -
1 g). It was found that such low mass projectiles caused insufficient
confinement, and hence inadequate pressure, for the powder to burn properly.

3.2 Rumset Cartridge Injector

The first powder-gun injector used Ramset cartridges (0.22 inch
calibre). This gun was easily and quickly constructed and the Ramset
cartridges were readily available in a range of strengths. Fig. 10 shows this
injector. Fig. 11 shows a firing of the injector and railgun. The glow in
the injector body due to the burning powder should be noted. As stated
above, it was thought that the glow might indicate that the gases would be
sufficiently conductive to break down and form a plasma armature.

15
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FZGUVE 10 Ramset injector. Projectiles were placed about 20 mm inside
the plastic body and the Ramset cartridge was held in the steel

breech block.

FIGM 11 Firing of Ripper railgun with Ramset injector attached.
Injection velocity for this firing was 400 m/s.
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The injector was first tested on its own, i.e. not connected to the
railgun. The various projectiles in use at that time (Fig. 12) were fired
from it and their exit velocities were measured. Some of the results are
given in Table 1.

FIGUE 12 Projectile shape, initially used. Material was red-fibre
or polycarbonate. Foil glued to rear of projectile.

TABLE 1

Projectile C velocities obtained with RAmset cartridges

Cartridge Colour Strength Velocity (mis)

Brown Minimum 238
Green Weak 289
Yellow Medium 231
Red Strong 367
Violet Very Strong 400
White Especially Strong 405
White Especially Strong 419

As it was desired to obtain the highest possible injection velocity,
white cartridges were used for further injector experiments.

At this stage a problem due to burning rate and projectile mass was
becoming evident. Unburned powder was sometimes found scattered around the
injector muzzle. This was at first thought to be evidence of poor obturation
by the projectile.

A series of firingsowith the Ramset injector attached to the railgun
was then carried out. As indicated earlier, one result of these tests was
that the burning gases were found to be insufficiently conductive to break

,:.': ,17
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down and form a plasma-arc (with 6 kV applied to the rails). An initiating
foil was therefore still required at the back of the projectile. However when
projectiles with aluminium foils were used the breakdown was unreliable.
Recovered projectiles were found to have incompletely vapourized portions of
the foils still attached to them. This suggested that the foils had not
properly contacted the rails when the projectiles entered the railgun. It
was also evident that the spark-gap main-switch was unreliable when used in
conjunction with the poorly contacting foils. This led to the replacement of
the spark-gap switch by the ignitron.

The projectiles used up to this time were cuboid types (Type (a))
developed for stationary-start railguns (Fig. 12). Red-fibre projectiles were
unsatisfactory in the injector application because they broke into several
pieces. To improve obturation, particularly in the injector-to-rail transfer
region, Harshall devised the 'nested pyramidal shells' construction (Figs.
13,15). The pyramids were moulded from various materials including
polycarbonate (which has high impact strength), polypropylene, and
polyethylene (which is relatively soft). Combinations of pyramidal shells
made of these materials together with the effect of the concave rear shape

Owere expected to result in good strength and obturation properties. However,
polypropylene shells proved to be too brittle, particularly those pressed with
high levels of talcum or carbon loading. It was expected that good obturation
would occur because the gas pressure would force the rim into firm contact
with the bore walls. Another useful feature of the design was that projectile
mass could be easily adjusted by varying the number of pyramids.

3.3 7.62 - Cartridge Injector

To prepare for the possibility that an injection velocity of 400 m/s
would not be high enough to significantly reduce rail damage, steps were taken
to develop an injector based upon a 7.62 mm Hauser rifle and a steel body
(Fig. 3).

FIG= 13 'Nested-pyramids' projectiles and pyramids.

I
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This size was chosen because of the availability of a rifle, primed
cartridge cases and various powders. Experiments to find a suitable charge
were then undertaken.

Initial tests were undertaken with a sawn-off rifle firing
cartridge* sealed with dumy cylindrical plastic projectiles having similar
masses to the railgun projectiles (0.2 to 0.5 g). These showed that powder
No. A14001 ('T'-powder) was the most suitable. T-powder is a high bulk, fast
burning propellant. Velocities in the region of 1100 m/s were obtained using
0.7 g of powder.

Initial firings of the injector, however, were not satisfactory.
Velocities were inconsistent, misfires occurred, and much of the powder was
unburned as was shown by 'peppering' of the velocity break-screens. The
cartridges had been loaded with 1 g of T-powder and then crimped at the ends.

The cause of this poor performance was thought to be insufficient
chamber pressure in the injector due to the poor confinement offered by the
low mass of the projectile. To test this theory, diaphragms were placed
between the steel body and the rifle breech, thereby containing the charge in
a smaller volume and enabling proper burning to occur before the bursting of
the diaphragm. Various materials were tried, including Mylar sheet, 18 SWG
aluminium and different thicknesses of steel shims. Only the thicker steel
shims (0.25 mm and thicker) gave any significant improvement.

Following a series of tests using the newly developed nested pyramid
projectiles, three factors were found to be necessary for consistently
successful results from burst diaphragma,

i) steel shim 0.5 m thick,
(ii) the shim to be scored diagonally (with a scriber),

(iii) the breech end of the injector bore to be rounded
(3 m radius)..

The last factor ensures that the diaphragm segments do not break off
and damage the foil, projectile. or bore. Fig. 14 shows a diaphragm before
and after use, and injector detail in that region.

It was found unnecessary to vent the powder-gun gases to prevent
them entering the railgun and continuing to accelerate the projectile. Such
acceleration, if it occurred, would be useful in a practical gun but would
have confused the study of electrical acceleration effects in an experimental
gun. Had venting been necessary it would have added to the injector
complexity, and created a hazard for the integrity of the projectile during
passage pest any venting arrangement. A streak photograph taken of a powder-
only shot with the railgun attached showed negligible velocity increase in the
railgun barrel. The decision not to provide venting was further justified in
a later powder-only experiment using a 2.4 a long railgun (4]. In this
experiment magnetic strips were inserted into the projectile and its velocity
was determined by pick-up coil outputs. The velocity'remained at 1212 mis for
the first G00 and then gradually diminished to 794 mt at exit.

19
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3.4 Projectle Ue,,e.OPMe.t

Test firings with the injector attached to a railgun showed that the
pyramidal projectiles provided excellent obturatLon. However, the aluminLum
foil placed in the cavity at the rear was still damaged by the powder blast.
An extra pyramid was placed behind the foil to protect it. Contact between
the foil and the rails was still unreliable and examination of a recovered
projectile showed that the fail still suffered blast and heat damage from the
powder. To overcome this, the pyramid behind the foil was cut down by about
0.1 m and a second full height pyramid was placed behind it to shield the
foil edges from the heat of the burning powder. His-fires still occurred when
simple aluminium foils were used.

The final improvement was to use copper-clad polyester film for the
foil, with the polyester facing the rear. This projectile design is showr in
Fig. 15. Folding the foil into the gap formed by the cut down pyramid
provided an extended foil-bore contact area, while the natural spring of the
polyester backing ensured that there was contact with the rails.

The pyramids were sometimes, but not always, held together with a
small akount of adhesive (e.g. silicone rubber). Smetimes, when no cement
was used, the pyramids separated in flight outside the rallgun muzzle. It
should he noted that only the portion of the projectile ahead of the foil is
accelerated by the railgun. The two rear pyramids separate from the forward
ones when the copper is vapourized and do not experience electrical
propulsion. They appeared to have no influence on gun performance or rail
damage.

With the above 7.62 - cartridge injector and projectiles, injection
velocities between 1300 and 1400 m/ were reliably obtained for 0.8 g
projectiles. Together with the use of the ignitron for the main switch, the
uncertainty of firing, which was much more significant for injected shots than
for stationary projectile shots, was overcome.

OPP" CLAD POLyGAIsONATeP"VeIsTm FOIL FTYMM

FIMIN15 Final projectile design. (Polyethylene pyramids were sometimes
used in the fifth and seventh positions)
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4. RESULTS, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

4.1 Streak Pbotographs

Streak photography provides a position-versus-time record of the
plasma (2). The vertical axis (the short axis) of the photographs corresponds
to displacement from the breech end of the railgun and the horizontal axis
corresponds to time. Distance calibration is obtainable from markers on the
railgun body. A slight parallax error (1Z) is introduced by the unavoidable
spacing between bore-top and distance marker bars. The length of film
occupied by the event is determined by film speed past the camera slit, and so
the time-scaling on the photographic record can vary from firing to firing.

Eight examples of streak photographs are given in Fig. 16 from six
of the firings described in Section 2.4. Three of the figures are of prints
from reverse-developed films. This has no experimental significance.
Displacement markers can readily be seen as horizontal lines across the streak
in Figs 16(d) to (h).

Three types of information are available from the streak records.
Firstly, the velocity of the leading and trailing edges of the plasma can be
determined from their slopes using the relationships

V A Tan a,v B

where A and B are the distance and time calibration factors and a is the slope
angle physically measured. If the leading edge is sharp it can be assumed
that the plasma is against the rear surface of the projectile and that the
leading edge velocity is also the projectile velocity. Accuracy is estimated
at ± 50 m/s for absolute velocity measurement, and ± 15 m/s for relative
measurements.

Secondly, the 'length' of the plasma can be found from the vertical
distance through the streak. The lengths so obtained, however, need to be
interpreted with care because they are affected by the film and print
exposures. It was found that good exposures for the 80 A current-peak
firings were obtained using an ND2 filter at f22 with a camera slit width of
0.1 am. This exposure recorded the higher range of intensities from the
plasma arc but suppressed lower effects such as the Slow of the gases which
filled the barrel behind the plasma arc. Over-exposure on printing further
defines the hottest and, presumably, the current-carrying portion of the
plasma. Such prints were used for the measurement of plasma length.

Thirdly, the physical development of the plasma and some of the
activity within it can be deduced, particularly when information from the
streak photograph is considered in conjunction with pick-up coil and rail
damage information.
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TIME

FIGMR 16 Streak photographs from Ripper railgun firings

Top: Firing RIP 305; film underexposed
Bottom: Firing RIP 310; Streak processed to

expose more low-intensity information
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TIME
(d)

FIGUR 16 (Contd) Streak photographs from Ripper railgun firings

Top: RIP31O; lower intensities suppressed
Bottom: SUBAC 2; film overexposed
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Current Peak Shot-Out

TIME (e)

100.U

Current Peak Shot-out

FIGURE 16 (contd) Streak photographs from Ripper railgun firings

Top: SUBAC 2; overexposure limits background
suppress ion

Bottom: SUBAC 4
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Curnt Peak Shot-Out

TIME (g)

U

Pea

CretPeak So-u

(h)

PIGURI 16 (contd) Streak photographs from Ripper railgun firings

Top: RIPAL 1; marred film
Bottom: RIPAL 2
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nFrom the records In Fig. 16. the following specific points should be

(i) The underexposed RIP 305 streak shows contrasting patches angling
across the print. Such patches are discussed in some detail in Sections
4.3.2. and 4.4.7.

(ii) The RIP 310 (130 kk current peak) streak record has two interesting
features. The first feature in the series of bumps on the leading-edge of the
streak, just after electric shot-start. It suggests that the projectile has
experienced two jolts, has been slowed down again each time, and finally has
been pushed steadily until reaching a constant velocity second phase, which
persists for a significant proportion of the barrel length. This phase also
appears to camence with a small velocity step, suggesting perhaps a sudden
reduction in projectile drag. This is a possibility with the pyramid style
of projectile construction if the stack of shells relaxes after a high
pressure phase. Hot material can be seen following along slowly behind the
intense, current-carrying portion of the plasma in both Figs 16(b) and (d).
The print exposure of Fig. 16(c) better defines the hot plasm core, and shows
more detail in the plasma initiation phase.

(iii) The RIMA 1 streak shows a negative marred by electrostatic
discharges. The discharges had sufficient luminous energy to expose the
film. This effect is repeated over the entire film length. All discharges
have originated from sprocket holes. Both the camera and film processor were
examined and discounted as likely causes. This implies that the film was
defective as supplied, the discharges presumably having occurred during
spooling at some late stage of manufacture.

The projectile trajectory in the first 150 -m in probably not given
by the visible edge of the plasma streak. It is more likely that some
obscuration has occurred. For this streak, and the following streaks, it is
sensible to fit a smooth transition from the known ignition point of the foil
and injection 'slope' to the streak-front sharp edge at approximately 130 m
depending on the streak.

(iv) The SUDA 2 and 4 streaks are the result of films being exposed
differently, the SUSA 2 film being overexposed (during the shot). W~hile
overexposure enabled the background to be studied, 'hard' printing was
required to reduce the background (Fig. 16(s)). In the process, the sprocket
hole images (which normally can be used as a backup on timing markers) have
disappeared, but the marker bars have merged. The print of Fig. 16(e) is
still not opt[-m for plasma length measurement.

(v) The SUSAC 4. streak shows an excellent example of a feature
associated with all the streak records obtained from injection-assisted shots
(specifically the S0 kA peak current shots), but which is visible to varying
extents. This effect is considered in Section 4.3.2, and an explanation is
proposed.
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*.1.1 Velecititeg

Velocities obtained from the slopes of the leading edges of the
RIPAL 1 and 2 streaks and the SUZAC 2 streak are given in Fig. 17. The
differences between the experiments were that in the RZPAL experiments the
rails contained the aluminium strips mentioned previously and the accelerated
projectile masses were about 102 less (0.8 6 compared to 0.88 g).

, 1600

; 

14I0

I CROW-

SLBBAR

X\SUBAC2

I II

12000

0 80 160 240 320

TME AFTER SWTCH ON OF CURRENT, ps

FIJGMI 17 Velocity of leading edge of plasma for three firings, denoted
RIPAL 1,2 and SUBAC 2

An important use of the in-bore velocity profile is to compare the
actual velocity with that to be expected from the Lorentz forces. Velocities
measured at exit are often in poor agrement with models which use data, such
as friction, effective inductance and arc drops, extrapolated from different
experiments. Sometimes the exit velocities are greater than can be explained
by the possible variation of the above factors. Tmo factors which may be
responsible for these discrepancies are the explosive-like formation of the
plasm and the length of the railgun. If the railgun is short, the initiating
foil explosion may contribute significantly to the exit velocity and mask the
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effects of friction and a low value of L'. This effect has been noted
elsewhere (113. The following calculations show that a large additional force
was present in the RIPAL firings.

The current in the railgun circuit rises sinusoidally as the
capacitor energy is transferred to the inductor. If th current reaches a
peak value, Ip, and the projectile force is F - 1/2 L'I the velocity
increment AV, during the quarter cycle rise to peak current ist

L' 12 T
Av -1

14

4H

where L' is the high frequency inductance per unit length, T 1 h is the quarter
cycle time and 1 is essentially the projectile mass. For the-tipper geometry
used in the RIPAL firings, from Kerrisk's equations the theoretical L' is
0.407 yH/m. The peak current was 82 kA, the time to peak was 184 Vs and the
projectile mass was 0.8 g. The above expression yields:

Av - 157 m/s

The accuracy of this value is about * 5Z. Since the injection velocity was
1300 * 20 mls (App. 1), the above calculation predicts a velocity of 1457 ± 28
m/s at an instant 184 ps after the conmencement of current flow. Figs 16 and
17 show that the actual velocity at this time was 1680 m/s, with an accuracy
of ± 50 m/s. Therefore an increase of 380 ± 50 m/s over the injection
velocity was obtained. In terms of energy increments, the theoretical
increment would have been 120 J to 227 J whereas in fact the projectile gained
336 to 542 J. The same calculations performed an other shots confirmed the
phenomenon of excess velocity. It is likely, therefore, that the effect was
coemon to all shots.

An additional force, which was much greater than the Lorentz force,
was evidently present. The explosively generated component of the gas
pressure of the plasma, which exists while the plasma expands to its
equilibrium length, is the obvious source of this force.

4.1.2 Devolnmat of the Plasm

The discussion in Section 4.1.1 of excess velocity leads to
consideration of the development of the plasma.

The plasma is initiated by vapourisation of the foil behind the
projectile. Referring particularly to the copper foil shots, the streak
photographs. Fig 16, show that the plasma develops over a period of about
150 ps after the turn-on of current. For 30 to 40 as after current comences
the plasma may not be visible. At about 50 ps it is just visible and has a
length of a few m. Thereafter it grows for about another 100 ps to a length
of about 50 -. The 'hot' portion of the plasm then either remains constant
in length, or grows very slowly.
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The above observations can be explained in term of the energy
needed to reach various physical states of the foil, the power supplied to the
plasma and the attainment of equilibrium by the plasma. The development can
be considered in four stagess

(M) The mass of the copper foil used in the RIPAL 2 experiment was about
38 mg. Based upon the data in the table below, the foil would be molten after
absorbing 14 J and would be vapourized after absorbing 240 J. Using muzzle
voltage and current records (Fig 19(h)). the energy supplied to the plasma can
be plotted (Fig 18(a)). From this it is found that 14 J was supplied to the
foil in the first few microseconds following current turn-on and thAt 240 J
was supplied after about 35 us . The muzzle voltage reached peak voltage at
this tine. This is consistent with the completion of vapourization of the
foil, since vapourization separates its atoms and raises its resistivity and
consequently raises the voltage across it.

Energy Stepe Associated with Ionizing Copper

Energy (31ag)
Condition Increment Progressive

Total

To heat to melting point 0.36
Latent heat of fusion 0.2 0.56

To heat to boiling point 0.93 1.5
Latent heat of vapourization 4.8 6.3

To achieve first level ionization 11.6 17.9

(ii) From 35 ps to 70 uw the muzzle voltage (i.e. the plasma voltage
drop) falls rapidly, which suggests the onset of ionization leading to arcing
in the metallic vapour. This is consistent with the first strong appearance
of the plasma on the streak photographs at about 50 ps after current turn-
on. (The initial vapourization of the copper foil, at a temperature of about
3000 K, is not always recorded. This is because the film exposure is
primarily set to record the developed plasma, which has a temperature of at
least 10,000 K). Note that, while the fall of muzzle voltage in this time
frame is rapid, it is nevertheless progressive, i.e. the development of plasma
is progressive. In fact, the energy necessary to achieve 100 first-level
ionization (via. 670 J) has not been supplied to the armature until about 66
pa, which is close to the end of the phase being discussed. Furthermore,

some of this energy will have been lost. In this phase the armature
resistance is still controlled by the metal vapour. The conduction is
therefore probably still diffuse in the body of the 'plasma' armature.

(iii) The electrical energy supplied after 70 ps raises the temperature
and pressure of the ionized vapour, which may now be termed a plasma, and it
expands. Vapourization of the foil causes ohmic contact with the rails to be
lost and the consequent arcing to the rails mans that rail material enters
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the plasm and contributes to its growth. As the plasma develops, its heat
also causes material to enter from the polycarbonate wlls.

The expansion of the plasma, due to the electrical energy input and
the materials that enter it from the bore, generates force on the projectile
in addition to the Lorentz force. Because of the superimposed Lorentz force
the plasma as a whole moves toward the macle. At the rear (the lower edge on
the streak photographs) of the plasma the thermally-induced pressure is
opposite to the Lorenta force and so the particle velocity there will be lower
than at the front. As the rear end falls behind the main body of the plasma
it cools and its conductivity decreases, the current through it drops and the
Lorentz forces decrease. This effect results in a spreading of the plasma.
Condensation occurs onto the rails and sides of the bore. Figs 16(b) and (d)
provide evidence of both the increase in plasma length, and the loss of
material to the rear of the plasma.

(iv) The plasma eventually attains a stable length (Figs 16(c) and (h)
particularly) as a result of two equilibrium conditions which are probably
inter-related, vix,

(a) the equality of the electrical power supplied to the plasma and the
energy losses due to radiation and conduction, and,

(b) the equality of the rates at which material enters the plasma from
the rail and wall materials and the rate of deposition from the
trailing edge.

4.1.3 Alminium Versus Copper Foils

Having considered the development of the plasma initiated with a
copper foil, it is informative to now assess differences in the plasma
development phase when an aluminLum foil is used for initiation. From the
table below, and that of Section 4.1.2, it can be seen that aluminium needs
more energy per gram than copper to attain all of the higher energy states.
This is particularly significant for vapourization and ionization.

Energy Steps Associated with Ionizing Aluminium

Energy (Jlmg)
Condition Increment Progressive

Total

To heat to melting point 0.66
Latent hear of fusion 0.4 1.1

To heat to boiling point 1.9 3.0
Latent heat of vapourisation 11 14

To achieve first level ionization 21.5 35.5
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in principle the muzle voltage. power, and energy plots should reflect the
difference. Plots of the above parameters from experiments using aluminLum
foil do show increases compared with copper during the plasma initiation phase
(Figs 19, 31, 33).

Because of the higher energies entailed, plots for aluminium-foil
shots emphasize non-linearitios mainly caused by change in the 'foil'
resistance during plasma development. Fig. 18(b) shows plots of current and
its time derivative (I-dot), muile voltage, and capacitor voltage for the
first 100 ps of electric shot-life. Times corresponding to the calculated
energies for the foil to melt, to start vapourizing, to completely vapourLze,
and to ionize to the first level are marked. Muzzle voltage waveform features
can be readily associated with the higher three energy states of the foil.

The current waveform has a definite break in slope at the
commencement of vapourization. The slope changes from an initial 206 HAls to
135 1A/s and maintains the new slope for about 30 ps through foil
vapourization and initial plasma development. THe changing foil/plasma
resistance is reflected also in the discharging capacitor voltage waveform and
the I-dot wavefron, which are clearly non-cosine.

A further feature of the RIP307 muzzle voltage waveform, which may
bear on the way in which the plasma initiates, is the stop of approximately
100 volts which occurs at electric shot-start and is maintained at least for
about the first ten microseconds. If the foil to rail connections were purely
resistive, the muzzle voltage would approximately follow current at that
time. The existence of a voltage step, however, is more consistent with the
presence of arcs from the foil edge(s) to the rail(s. Arc marks have in fact
been observed in the vicinity of electric shot-start on the rails of a number
of shots. The growth of muzzle voltage after 10 ps is closer to the expected
profile, but may consist of the foil ICR voltage plus an edge-arc voltage
component.

The model of the plasma during growth and stabilization, which
emerges in the previous Section 4.1.2 and above, will be re-examined later in
this report in the light of other experimental evidence presented in Sections
4.2, 4.3, and 4.4.

4.2 Currents and Voltages

4.2.1 Discuesion of Zzperimental lecords and Enrgy Distribution

A selection of records is given in Fig. 19. The records cover five
broad areas of interest s

(M) The broad features of the current plots are the sinusoidal rise to
peak current, the operation of the crowbar switch after the peak current is
reached, the more-or-less linear fall of current until shot out and the
increase or decrease in slope at shot out.
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The rise of current to peak value is usually closely sinusoidal, but
its amplitude is les than that which would be obtained if all the energy of
the capacitor bank was transferred to the inductor. By plotting or recording
the time derivative of the current waveform (Fig. 19(j), the influence of
other events can be detected. The foil explosion and the modulation of the
rundown, after crowbar, by oscillation in the crowbar circuit, are examples.

Figs 19 (f) and (j) show that the crowbar switch operated from 20 ps
to 40 ps after peak current instead of exactly at the peak. During this time
the capacitor bank was reverse-charged to about I kV. As was discussed in the
case of the foils behind the projectiles, time is required to supply the
vapourization energy to the fine wire which triggers the crowbar switch.
Although the mass of the wire (U mg) and the vapourization energy (6 J) are
much less than for the foils, the impedance of the diodes limits the power to
the wire so that it does not vapourize in a correspondingly shorter time.
Another reason for the delay is that the main switch and railgun arc voltages
cause a delay in the time at which the capacitor bank voltage reverses
compared to the time at which peak current occurs. The delay, At, is given
bys VA

At - -C arcsn ( VA
Vc -VA

where L is the circuit inductance (6.3 pH ), C is the capacitance (2000 pF ),
Vc is the voltage to which the capacitor bank is charged (6 kV) and VA is the
sum of the main switch and railgun arc voltage drops (100 V + 200 V) . For
the values quoted, At is about 6 ps . This is a minor component of the total
delay. It is possible that the crowbar electrodes require a minimm bias of
about 1 kV to establish a stable arc, and the large delay is unavoidable.

After the crowbar operates, the railgun circuit consists of the
inductor, the arc drops of the crowbar switch and of the railgun plasma,
resistance of the inductor and busbare and the increasing inductance and
resistance of the railgaun. These latter two quantities are small compared
with the other quantities and the decline of current after crowbar is

determined primarily by the crowbar and railgun plasma arc drops, the power
supply resistance and the circuit inductance. The decline of current after

crowbar in Figs 19 (e) to (i) are about 88 Alps . Since the sum of the arc
voltage drops was about 300 V, the above decline imlies that the sum of the

inductor and busbar resistances was about 3.5 mg.

(ii) Muzzle voltage records are actually recordings of the voltage drop
across the plasm armature. Figs 19 (a) to i are records from the series.
There are three main features,

(a) The region containing the voltage spike near the beginning.

(b) The following almost constant low-voltage region.

(c) Finally the region in which there is a rise in voltage when the
plasma arc expands as a muzzle flash at exit from the rails.

The first two regions provide vital information for constructing plasm&
models.
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The region containing the voltage spike is p ioduced during the
transition from ohmic conduction of the foil to initial arc conduction. As
was discussed in Section 4.1.2. the time at which the spike occurs agrees with
simple calculation of the time required to supply the foil with the necessary
vapourization energy. Spike voltages were in the range 800 V to 1200 V for
all firings.

The extended low voltage region implies a copious and stable rate of
production of electrons The electrons are probably produced by both surface
emission from the rails and ionization within the plasma. 121 that is rapidly
produced by the initial arcs. The voltages are in the range 140-180 V. for
currents in the range 60 MA - 120 Ma. There is often a shallow ninimia in the
voltage in this region. We have not been able to correlate the minimum with
any other features. Voltages lower than 140V have never been observed in IiUL
experiment.. Despite the common features, it can be seen that there is
considerable variation between waveforms in the low voltage region.

The dip in muzzle voltage at shot-out for some shots results from
the use of large spark-spreading electrodes on the ends of the rails for
those shots.

Some records in the SURAC, RIPAL, and RIPLAM group of firings were
very noisy in the time band around peak current, the RIPAL 2 muzzle voltage
record (Fig. 19(h)), being particularly bad. The problem only occurred after
the mechanical and electrical change-over to an ignitron maim switch, and was
confined to pre-crowbar events. The cause was not determined. For the RIPAL2
record, therefore, it was not possible to distinguish between what might be a
real affect of an aluminium insert and noise. The large negative voltage
spike on the RIPAL 2 record at about 170 ps is probably associated with the
fault.

(iii) Figs. 19 (k and (1) show armature conductance plots for a selection
of the firings. This is the so-called static conductance, i.e. the simple
ratio of armature current to muzzle voltage. Peak conductance occurs close to
or a little after peak armature current, and peak values ar greater at the
greater currents. For the 82 h (peak) firings, peak static conductance is in
the range 500 S to 600 S. For the copper-foil RIP 306 and RIP 311 shots, the
variation in conductance during plasma develoment. and the dip corresponding
to full vapourization of the foil are conspicious.

Plasm resistivity has not been calculated. This would require
detailed data on plasa length and current distribution in the plasma.

(iv) Further important information which can be derived from the current
record is the distribution of the energy of the capacitor bank during transfer
to the inductor.
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To calculate the energy distribution accurately it is first
necessary to evaluate the circuit resistance and stray inductance. Since, for
copper-foil shots, the current plate (Fig 19) are closely sinusoidal, the
total inductance, L. can be found from the measured quarter cycle time, T1/4
and the known capacitance, C, from

v LC
114 2

Substituting the measured value of T1 /4 from Fig 19 (e), viz 184 ys, and C
2000 juF, yields L - 6.9 pH. The measured value of the inductor was 6.3 pH;
therefore the stray inductance is approximately 0.6 yH.

The resistance during charging can be found from the measured peak
value of the current, I , and an expression for the peak value of a lightly
damped sinusoidal curregt, viz:

I - (V -V 1L. p j')
(v~c  2L np( t

where Vc is the capacitor bank voltage and VA is the sum of the arc drops.
From Fig 19 (e) Ip - 82 kA at t - 184 ps. Setting V - 6000
and solving for i yields:

R - 12.6 mg

Since (from (i) above) the crowbar-circuit resistance is 3.5 mg this leads to
the circuit diagram for the railgun during charging of the inductor as given
in Fig 20, and to the energy distribution at peak current as listed below.

MAIN $WITCH
ARC 0.6AH 6.SpH

RAILGUN

200qpF = !CROWBAR

600V ARC
+ 1oy -

PLASMA
ARC 200V

9.1M0 3.5mQ

FIGOI 20 Circuit parameters during charging of inductor
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nerg Distributiom - W

Initial energy of capacitor bank 36
Energy transferred to 6.3 1ff storage inductor 21.2
Energy in 0.6 pH stray inductance 2
Energy in 12.6 no resistance a
Energy in arc drops 3
Energy unaccounted for 1.8

Prom the energy plot of Fig. 19 (n) for RIPAL 2, i.e. the energy
calculated from current and voltage data, the total energy expended in the
armature to the time of peak current was 2 k. This agrees with a calculated
estimate of 2 k. i.e. two thirds of the listed 3 kJ.

(v) The breech voltage is related to the plasma voltage drop, the
current and the rail resistance and flux linkage induced voltage components
by:

VB - K+ LA+ I j-L + V

where V = breech voltage
I - resistance of rails from breech to projectile position
L - inductance of rails from breech to projectile position

V - plasma voltage drop which might include a dI/dt component.

Fig. 21 shows two breech voltage records. For RIPAL 1, excessivc
noise before crowbar makes the record difficult to interpret. Subtraction ot
the muzzle voltage to determine rail losses is possible in principle, but
generally the result is not very useful because, for these experiments, noise
is of a similar magnitude to the additional components from changes in the
parameter values.

The above expression for Vs has been used to obtain an estimate of
L' as shown in the next Section.

4.2.2 Estimate of L' from In-Bore Dta

When the crowbar switch operates, the current waveform changes
suddenly from sinusoidal to a ramp with a short settling interval. The change
in dlIdt should cause a voltage step, AV , to be present in the voltage
waveforms, where AV is given by (AVB - AVp ); i.e.

AV - L A(81)

Since the plasma has negligible inductance, AV is zero and hence:

AV3 - L a(a)

Bra
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Such a step in V can be seen in Figs. 21 and 22. Its magnitude is not
accurately availible from these records, but with deliberate attention to its
measurement this voltage step would enable the in-bore inductance gradient to
be calculated.

Two calculations of the inductance gradient were made.

M )111PL . 1 KMelmt

Fig. 21 shows the current and breech voltage waveforms at the tine

of crowbar. From the sinusoidal current waveform, given closely by:

I - 81.42 Sin 0.484t kA,

where t is in microseconds, the slope, just prior to crowbar at t - 228 ps, is
237 HA/s. By measurement on the current plot, the slope just after crowbar is
86 HA/s. The term A(dldt) is thus (237 - 86) - 151 HA/s.

The increment in breech voltage, AV_, indicated on Fig. 21 is
approximately 39 V. The inductance from the Ireech, where the voltage was
measured, to the position of the plasma centroid at the tine of crowbar was
thus:

l~div PbInto IdIS,1

: i : I4 a

FI1Z2 Current an breech voltage at crowbar, RIPAL 1 experiment }

---- ..... ~~---------jm uu U ~ m



L AV 39 p .6p

A~dI 151

Using the streak photograph, Fig 16, the position of the plasma
centroid at crowbar (t - 228 ps ) was 374 -e from the input electrodes. The
inductance per unit length of the rails was thus 0.2Z!0.374 - 0.70 pH/m.
The accuracy of this estimate is probably ± 302 and is weotly determined by
the AV measurement.

B

The above value considerably exceeds 0.407 pH/m , the theoretical
high frequency value of the inductance per unit length for the Ripper
geometry.

(ii) Laow Inda tance Shot (Fig 22)

Similar calculations using the current and breech records of RIP 307
yielded a value for L' of 0.71 pH/u. Pig. 22 includes an I-dot (- dIldt)
graph. I-dot data was obtained directly from a Rogoweki halt. This data
improved the accuracy of thle A (dlldt) value since only the ratio of I-dot
amplitudes before and after crowbar is required. Nevertheless the error in
measuring the breech voltage AV B remains significant.

1WI V/div L' C..OJ.ATIG4

TDE M ue F.S.

Ai \-dot

AV a 0" e *its (BY)

LVml Veoh lts (MV)

V base-"II

FICUIZ 22 Current and breech voltage at crowbar, low inductance shot,

RIP 307
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I It might be expected that both these measurements would produce a
low figure for L', since displacement has been non-electrically boosted.
However the converse is true. Therefore the breech voltage increment is much
greater than would be expected on the basis of the simple analysis.
Considering the 'better' RIP 307 data, it seems unlikely that AV could be in
error by a factor of two. This approach has not been pursued further, and the
difficulty remains unresolved.

An alternative approach, not pursued, uses the fact that dI/dt is
zero at peak current. Then L' is given by

L' = VB - 1)
I yk  -pk

Upk

where u is the plasma velocity, and all values are for peak current.
Alternatively, rail losses could be evaluated for an assumed L'.

4.3 Magnetic Pick-up Coils

4.3.1 Need for Calculated Waveforms

Small coils placed close to the railgun bore and oriented to
intercept only the plasma flux give information about the plasma length, time
of arrival of the plasma at the coil position, and the current distribution

*within the plasma. The direct use of coil outputs to determine the time at
which the plasma passed the coil is standard railgun practice. For other
purposes it is necessary to compare the pick-up coil waveforms with waveforms
obtained by calculation for various representative current distributions and
geometrical factors.

Although pick-up coil calculations have been carried out previously
(13,14], they have not been extended to a presentation of results suitable for
the above additional interpretations. In Appendix 2, calculated waveforms are
presented together with the plasma geometry and current distributions from
which they arise.

4.3.2 Interpretations of Waveforms Obtained

Pick-up coils were used in all experiments at the locations shown in
Fig. 7. The limited number of recording channels available meant that it was
not possible to monitor all coils in any one firing. Representative outputs
from the breech, centre and muzzle coils are given in Figs. 23-28. The
outputs from the grouped coils for the sub-arc investigations are discussed
elsewhere (8). The coils were located 7.5 = below the bottom of the bore;
i.e. at 0.75 H in terms of the parameters used in Appendix 2 and Figs. 46 to
49.
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FIGURE 23 Pick-up coil waveforms at 4. locations, RIP 306: 285 and
310 mm; 385 and 410 m from centre of current input electrodes
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rig=R 23 Pick-up coil waveform, SUBAC 4s 160 na, 310 mmand 385 Mm from
centre of current input electrodes
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FIG=R 28 Pick-up coil waveforms at 5 locations, RIPAL 1; 135 m, 160 mmn,
285 m. 385 -and 410 - from centre of current input
electrodes
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Mi1 Tines of Occurrence of Peaks and Zero Cross-overs

The times at which the peaks and the zero cross-overs of the output
waveforms occur are tabulated in Appendix 1 together with data relating the
position of electric-shot-start to the coil position datum.

The calculated waveforms show that the coil output passes through
zero when about half the current has passed the pick-up coil. For non-uniform
current distributions this also corresponds to the region of greatest current
density in the plasma. The zero cross-overs may therefore be used to plot the
position of the so-called current 'centroid' versus time and this is commonly
done to obtain a position-versus-time plot from barrels when streak
photography cannot be used. In the experiments reported here the coils were
frequently used in pairs to obtain spot velocities which could be used in
conjunction with streak photography to determine the distribution and motion
of current within the plasma.

Unfortunately, the data gathered is incomplete. It is clear,
though, that the velocities of the current centroid can differ from those
obtained from the streak leading edge. For example, the RIPAL 2 zero cross-
over times at 135 mm and 160 -. differed by 18 ps, and hence imply a velocity
of 1400 m/s. The velocity obtained from the streak leading edge however is
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1550 mls. The RIPAL 1 zero cross-over time difference was 15 ps, indicating a
velocity of 1667 mls. Since the two streak records are virtually identical.
the results suggest that the current centroid may move within the plasma.

The times at which the peaks and zero cross-overs occur can be
plotted on the streak photographs to gain further information about the
current distribution and centroid location within the plasma. An example is
given in Fig. 29. As discussed in Appendix 2 and below, the location of the
peaks in relation to the current distribution is dependent on several factors.

(ii) Plasma Length Estimates and Current Distribution

The calculated waveforms in Appendix 2 show that the peaks of the
waveforms occur when the ends of the plasma (or, strictly when the ends of the
current-carrying portions of the plasma) pass the coil, provided however that
the coil is close to the plasma and the current is uniformly distributed.
Under these conditions the length of the plasma may be estimated by
multiplying the time interval between the peaks by the velocity at the coil
location. Comparison of the lengths determined in this way with the lengths
of the hottest portion of the plasma from a streak photograph enables the
uniformity of the actual current distribution within the plasma to be
inferred.

The lengths obtained from the pick-up waveforms in these experiments
were generally less than those obtained from the streak photographs. Examples
for two firings are given below. The RIPAL 2 data at 310 nm and 385 n gave
pick-up coil determined lengths which were only about 602 of the streak

photograph determined lengths.

lIt CROSS 2nid "

PEAK OVER PEAK--ri

-31310

FIG=T 29 SUBAC 4 streak showing dark layer and locations of pick-up coil
peaks and zero cross-over, 160 mm, 310 mm, and 385 mm
Insets expansion at the 160 m B-dot region
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Length Ietmates In - (Pick-Up CoillStreak)

Shot Location, from current connector C/L
160 310 385

SUBAC 4 37/43 - 57168

RIPAL 2 32144 45173 44/73

Reference to the calculated pick-up coil waveforms in Appendix 2
shows that the distance between peaks can be expected to be less than the
plasma length if the current distribution is not uniform. The above results
thus suggest that the current was not distributed uniform y over the length of
the plasma.

In the RIPLAM shot a pick-up coil was placed 51 sm from the current
input electrodes. Its output was produced about 20 ps after the current turn-
on, i.e. while the foil was still vapourizing. The apparent plasma length
obtained from the time between the waveform peaks (9.5 ps ) was 11.4 Mm.
Although no streak photograph was taken of this shot, the shot was virtually
identical to other shots which produced very similar streaks. All these other
streaks show that the plasma is at most a few millimeters long at this
stage. Thus. In this case, the pick-up coil data suggests a plasma which is
at least four times the actual length. However, reference to the waveforms in
Appendix 2 shows that for short plasma the pick-up coil peaks will in fact
occur well before and well after the plasma passes the coil.

The RIPLAM B-dot data produced a further interesting result.
Comparisons of the data in Appendix 1 for shots SUBAC 4 and RIPLAM showed that

t the shot parameters and velocities were very similar. The only significant

difference between the experiments was the difference in rail construction.
The result to be noted is that the plasma length, as calculated from the B-dot
data, was shorter for RIPLAM in the established-plasma shot-phase than for
SUBAC 4. Of particular interest are the values at 385 sm. These results
are significant because of the two types of rail construction, and imply that
the RIPLAhM construction resulted in shorter plasma length. Since a streak
photograph was not taken of the RIPLAM shot, comparisons of the streak
photograph and pick-up coil determined plasma lengths with SUBAC 4 streak are
not possible.

(iii) The Nature of the Current Distribution in thae Plasmas

The calculated waveforms show that if the current distribution is
non-uniform but symetrical about the centre of the plasma length, the leading
and trailing peaks have odd-sysmetry. If the current distribution is
unsymmetrical the peak produced when the region of greater current density
passes the pick-up coil is sharper and of greater amplitude than that produced
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when the region of lower current density passes the coil.

Examination of the actual pick-up coil waveforms shows that as

distance from the breech increases, the leading peaks become sharper and of
greater amplitude than the trailing peaks. The difference is greater for the
centre coils and greater again for the muzzle-end coils, as compared with the
breach end coils. (It should be noted that the polarity of plotted peaks is
arbitrary because of the difficulty of identifying the ends of coils). Fig
28(a) shows waveforms at the 135 m, 285 m and 385 s locations which show
the trend more clearly.

The above results suggest that the current is approximately
symmetrically distributed over the plasma length when the plasma is near the
breech end and that thereafter the current tends to concentrate at the plasma
leading edge and tapers to zero at the rear of the plasma.

Another inference from the pick-up coil waveforms is that the
current within the bulk of the plasma, although non uniformly distributed, is
nevertheless diffusely distributed. This follows because if the current
passed from one rail to the other as relatively few arcs (like lightning
strikes), then the pick-up coil waveforms would always exhibit odd-symmetry,
like those due to short plasmas.

(iv) Interpretation of Dark Layers am Streaks

As indicated previously, plotting the time and position co-ordinates
of the peaks and zero cross-overs on the streak photographs gives useful
information. This however requires accurate determination of the zero time
and zero position co-ordinates on the streak photograph by, for example, the
super-position of time and position markers on the streak.

An interesting result of plotting as described above is the
interpretation of dark regions frequently seen on streak records. Fig 29
shows such a dark region on the SUAC 4 streak record. A dark region may be
due to an opaque layer obscuring the plasma beneath it (a cloud, in effect),
or it my indicate a genuine current-distribution anomaly.

The plot of the leading and trailing peaks and zero cross-over co-
ordinates on the streak shows that the leading peak was in the dark region,
and close behind the projectile i.e. it shows that the dark region in fact had
high current density and therefore must have contained hot plasma. This
reinforces the argument that the dark region was caused by an opaque layer
between the plasma and the polycarbonate wall of the bore. The probable
source of this opaque layer is discussed later. Fig. 16(a) shows that similar
effects occurred for RIP 305.

The position of the pick-up coil waveform co-ordinates on the streak
also suggests that the current was mostly carried by the forward part of the
plasma.
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4.4 1ai Domge

The range of experiments covered in this report provided an
opportunity to study damage from the perspectives of:

(i) armature power;
(ii) t~e plasma initiating foil;

(iii) I R contribution;
(iv) rail material;
(v) rail construction and

(vi) arc track damage.

The studies are of a non-metallurgical nature based on microscope-
assisted visual observation, together with a number of measurements using a
Talysurf surface-roughness instrument. Reference may need to be made to the
earlier Section 2.4 for a general description of the experiments, and to
Appendix 1 for specific parameters and shot details.

4.4.1 Armature Dissipation

Power dissipation in the plasma armature varies during shot life,
r. and the typical history for a group of shots depends on that group's specific
V parameters. This Is demonstrated in Fig. 30 which depicts four power

histories considered as representative of the firings conducted. It might be
expected that such marked differences in the peak value of power, and history,
would in some way be reflected in rail damage differences. Such differences

*are in fact evident.

The proposition to be examined here, however, is that the severity
*of rail damage is correlated to the energy density at the plasma-rail

interface. In this case, armature length and velocity become relevant
factors. For a square-bore gun of wall width and height w , the surface
energy density A is approximately:

A - Pt
4w (A + uI2)

where P is the power dissipated in the armature, t is exposure time, and A is
the plasma armature length. Using the relationship t - AIv, where v is the
plasma velocity, the expression becomes:

A P A
4wv (A + M12
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A useful simplification for armature lengths in excess of 50 mm (i.e.
A > u12) is A a (Ply). If the proposition was true, A could be used as a
damage indicator. However, from the table below it is seen that armature
lengths are generally too short for the A >> &/2 condition to apply, and hence
the simplified form of A is inappropriate for this set of experiments. The
table shows data for three conditions, or phases, of the four firings. These
correspond firstly to the time of peak armature power, secondly to the time of
peak armature (rail) current, and thirdly to a time close to shot-out, but
before any shot-out disturbances occur. They were selected as being the most
significant from a rail damage aspect.

Estimated Armature Length for Representative Shots
at Three Phases of each Firing

Armature Length (mm)

Firing Phase RIP306 RIP307 RIPAL2 RIPLAM

Peak Power* 10 15 3 2.5

Peak Current 50 30 45 35

Shot-out 60 50 50 >35

* Estimated accuracy is ± 33Z for this stage

Note that the value of A is less sensitive to error in the estimate
of armature length as A increases from the few millimeters at peak power.
Unfortunately the greatest uncertainty in length occurs in early shot life.

Plasma velocities required for the calculation of A are given in the
following table.
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Lower and Upper Lits of Plasa Ceatroid Velocity
for Representative Shots at Three Firing Phases

Energy Density /max) (J/m )

Firing Phase RIP306 RIP307 RIPAL2 RIPLAM

Peak Power 1.111.4 .911.4 1.211.3 1.1/1.25

Peak Current 1.6/1.7 1.45/1.55 1.6/1.7 1.6/1.7

Shot-out 1.75/1.8 2/2.2 1.7/1.8 1.7/1.8

Using the exact expression for A , and the above armature length and velocity
data, the following values of A are obtained.

Lower and Upper Limits of Rail Surface Energy Density,
A, at Three Phases of the Firings

Firing Phase Energy Density (min/max) (MJ/m
2 )

RIP306 RIP307 RIPAL 2 RIPLAM

Peak Power /.58 72/1.3 091/.15 .i0/.18

Peak Current .15/.16 .33 .16/.17 .16,17

Near Shot-out .12.13 .12/.14 .14/.15 .13/.14

An immediate observation is that, even allowing for armature length
and velocity uncertainties, the rails of the aluminium foil RIP306 and RIP307
shots experienced significantly greater energy density at the peak-power phase
than the other two shots. To enable a correlation of energy density and
damage to be made for shots RIP 306 and 307 it is necessary to know the
position of the plasma at the time of the relevant phase. These data are
given in the table below.
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Armature Displacement Data for IP306 and IP307

Firing Phase

Peak Power Peak Current

Shot Time Front Approx. Time Current Centroid
(us) Displacement Centroid (1) (A) Displacement

(mm) Displacement (mn/max)
(mm) (in)

RIP306 50 76 68 168 82 215,225

RIP307 29 43 26 107 126 125/145

Inspection of the rails for these two RIP shots shows severe damage
in a short zone corresponding to the short deviation power peak, in good
agreement with the tabulated position. The 'narrow' power peaks can be seen
in Figs. 30(a) and (b). The damage on the RIP 307 rails at this location is
more severe than on the RIP 306 rails, as would be expected from the higher
density for the former shot. Figure 31 illustrates the point.

Rail damage after the zone of peak energy-density (and power; is
also more extensive on the RIP 307 rails than on the other set, consistent
with higher energy density on the RIP 307 rails out to the peak-current zone
at least. Figure 31 again illustrates the point. The figure shows broad
bands of damage, due to severe surface melting, extending for at least 100 mm
along the rails of both shots. Some of this damage is similar to that
described previously C5) for static-start shots.

For the RIP 306 shot (and the other shots in its group) the broad,
intense type of damage comes to an end before the location of peak current.
In this region the damage is variable and difficult to define, and suggests
that a transitional damage state is involved. For the RIP 307 shot (and the
other shots in its group) the intense damage extends beyond the peak current
region. As for the RIP 303, 305 and 306 shots, damage is then highly
variable. Such shot-to-shot variability can be seen in the full-length prints
of the rails (Fig. 9). Duratioa of the variable damage is different for each
shot in both RIP groups. Nevertheless, for both groups the damage can be seen
to generally decrease with displacement along the bore, once the peak power
(energy density) zone has been passed.

It therefore appears for all the RIP shots (303 to 311) for
approximately the first half of the firing, that the variation of rail damage
with displacement correlates with rail energy-density. It should be pointed
out, however, that the correlation applies equilly well to armature power,
though it would be difficult to argue for the use of armature power alone as a
damage predictor. Objective damage indicators would be required to make the
discrimination.
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FIUR 31 Examples of rail damge at the time of peak armture power, and
for a short region subsequently. This damge was typical for
shots initiated with alumnium foil. Rails are show folded
out. Rai polarity is mrked at the muzzle end. Scale is in m
and is breech-end referenced.
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Leaving consideration of the second half of the firing cycle for the
tims being, consider now the shots RIPAL 2 and RIPLAM which were initiated
with copper foil on polyester. Referring to the table of energy densities, it
can be seen that for these two shots A either remains approximately constant
during shot life, or increases slightly from the peak-power to the peak-

current phases. If the proposition is true that rail damage is dominated by
energy-density considerations, then rail damage should reflect this, i.e.
damage should be either relatively uniform for the whole shot length, or show
damage increasing progressively with displacement to a relatively constant
level (relative to the peak-power phase). As before, to assess if this is so,
armature displacement data are required.

Armature Displacemnt Data for RIPAL 2 and RIPLAM

Firing Phase

Peak Power Peak Current

Approx. Approx.
Shot Time Centroid Time Current Centroid

(ms) Displacement (ys) (kA) Diglacement
(mM) Mi./max (mm)

RIPAL 2 35 40 to 43 184 82 250,260

RIPLAM 35 39 to 44 184 82 255/270

Study of the RIPAL 2 rails in conjunction with the above data shows
significant departure from prediction, viz. there is a relatively long zone of
damage between the locations of peak-power and peak-current, which is
significantly more severe than at either these locations or near shot-out.
This is true also for other firings which used copper foils. (For both RIPAL
shots, the zone of increased damage covers approximately the region between
the first and second inserts. Figures 34(a to d) show the two ends of this
region. Note that for the study covered in this Section, interest is confined
to the copper surfaces, as copper is the rail material comon to all shots).

Interpretation of the damage to the RIPLAM rails is not simple.
Non-uniform current distribution across the face of the rails may have caused
localized intensification of damage. Nevertheless, the visual impression
here, as for the other shot, is that the overall damage in a region between
peak-power and peak-current is more intense than elsewhere. This region of
the RIPLAM rails is shown in Fig. 32(a).

The conclusion for the copper-foil shots is that, in the firing
phase from peak-power to peak-current, observable rail damage does not
correlate with energy density. This conflicts with the initial conclusion for
the alutminium-foil RIP shots at the same phase of firing.
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FIGURE 32(a) RIPLAM rail damage in the region of increased damage following
the maximum armature power phase. Rails shown folded out.
Rail polarity marked at muzzle end. Scale in up referenced to
breech end.

Two more rail damage general observations help to clarify whether
the original proposition is true or not. They are firstly that for a given
energy density there is great variability of damage both within a shot, and
shot to shot. For example, for shots RIPAL 1 and 2 the positive rail suffered
more damage than the negative rail in the phase after peak-power*. Further,
the damage did not extend across the full bore height. This effect can be
seen in Fig. 32(b).

The phenomenon of increased positive electrode damage is not new (123,

although it was not noticeable in any of the other firings in the
reported series. However, it was noted for all firings of an earlier MRL

experiment (ERGS-lM) [16,17).
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FIGURE 32(b) Damage to the positive rails of RIPAL 1 (shown) and RIPAL 2
is in the form of pitting, and significantly less than the full
height of the bore. Scale in mm is breech referenced.

Secondly there is considerable contrast between the appearance of surface
damage in early-to-mid shot life and the arc-track damage of late shot-life,
sometimes at similar energy densities. Mid- to late-life arc tracks have been
observed for all firings of both aluminium-foil and copper-foil shots. Thus
damage not only varies in degree, but also in nature along the length of the
bore.

These two pieces of evidence, combined with the evidence of damage
variability in general, represent a strong case against the proposition that
early damage correlates simply with energy density at the rail surface.
However, the correlation evident for the aluminium-foil shots in the 'melt-
damage' early phase is not easily dismissed. It may be that there is some
energy density threshold below which other processes interfere or play an
equal role in determining rail damage effects. In this matter it is
interesting to note that, for all shots, rail energy density at the stage of
damage transiti n to arc-tracks falls into a reasonably small range of values
around 0.2 MJ/m . The table below sumnarizes this data.
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An estimate a aruature parmeter values during
damn transition from obvious surface mlting

to arc-tracks

Shot/@ Centroid Armature Energy D~nsity
Displacement Power (M31m-

RIP 305/6 200 11.8 .18

RIP 307/10 220 17.4 .21

RIPAL 2 230 11.6 .17

Positive rail 150 13.4 .22

Negative rail 250 12.3 .17

For both foil groups, variability of damage in early to mi d life,
and variability in the transition to arc-track* appears to be governed more by
processes associated with the foil 'explosion', plasma development, and plasma

fluid stability than by the apparent level of the rail surface energy-density.

4.4.2 The Plam nitiatingFol

As indicated in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, there is convincing

evidence that the peak in the plasm armature voltage corresponds to the
transition from foil vapourization to significant ionization. Alumnium needs
approximately twice as much energy per unit mass as copper to reach this
state. Power plots reflect these different energy requirements. Power

differences for similar firings using different metals can readily be seen in
the whole-of-life plots of Fig. 30 for RIP 306, RIPAL 2. and RIPLAM. Although
the mass of the RIPAL 2 and RIPLAM foils was appreciably less than that for
RIP 306, the peak power for these two shots was much less. The expanded
early-life plots of Fig. 33 show more detail in this important plasma
development phase. Such differences are reflected in early-life damage, as
discussed in the previous Section, and as elaborated below:

(i) A unique pattern of damage near 'peak-power' was evident on the
rails of the aluminium foil shots. This is evident in Fig. 31 in the few
centimeters at the left-hand-side of the photographs. It probably corresponds
to the greatly increased energy density during the narrow power peak.

(ii) The rails for shots using copper foils seemed to be characterized by
more variable and pitted damage than their aluminium-foil counterparts during
plasma development. That there would be differences between the rail sets
other than in the imediate vicinity of peak power might be expected from a
further inspection of the energy plots. Although the copper-foil fully
vapourizes with lower energy than the alumainium foil, the rate of energy
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expenditure in greater in the copper-foil at this time. e.g. at 35 ps (peak
pover for the copper foil) energy expended was 225 J, but for the aluminium
foil this figure was only 100 J.

(iii) A feature of aluminium foils was the alloying of aluminium with
copper. The alloying was visible as gold coloured patches on the rails. One
explanation for the alloying is that aluminium vapour (at about 3000 K)
condensed from the plasma onto the rail surface, which was at melting
temperature (about 1400 K). An alternative explanation is that the alloying
took place within the plasma, which contained both aluminium and copper.
Copper foils, of course, could not reveal such interactions. One thing is
clear, however, and that is that the initial appearance of the alloy effect on
the rails (sometimes called 'plate-out') is associated with the vapour state
of the foil, and not its molten state. The aluminium foil was in its molten
state about 40 = before evidence of plate-out.

(iv) The maximum-temperature history of the armature from electric-shot-
start to the time of the muzzle voltage peak (foil fully vapourized) is well
defined, as the energy history, and melting and boiling points are known.
Likewise, the temperature-displacement profile is fairly well defined, as the
foil displacement-time profile is known within reasonable limits.
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FIGUR 33 Power and energy histories for (a) a copper-foil shot (RIPAL 2)
and Mb an aluminium-foil shot (RIP 306) during plasm
initiation
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4.4.3 11 Contributiom (Joule srting)

Rail current may contribute to damage by heating the rail surface,
an effect saometimse referred to as Joule heating. The Joule heating will be
greatest where both the current is high and the surface resistivity is high.
The surface resistivity will be highest in the region of the plasm. because of
the heating as the plasma passes by. (Resistivity increases by an order of
magnitude at the melting temperature of metals, as compared with room
temperature). However it is usually supposed that, in a practical gun, I R

rail heating, and hence related rail damage. is insignificant compared with
heating and damage due to the arc.

For all reported shots, the worst surface damage occurred either in
the vicinity of peak armature power, or in a band of some 100 = between power
peak and current peak, but generally decreased as the plasma moved further
along the bore. There appeared to be no particular pattern of deviation from
the go oral reduction of surface damage through the broad peak current phase,
i.e. PR damage did not appear to be significant compared with that due to
armature power.

Because of the variability of damage and lack of metallurgical data
it is not possible to make a definite judgement on the effects of I R
heating. However, the conclusion on the available evidence is that the
contribution is at most a minor one.

4.4.4 Rail Material; the DIPAL Experiments

This section examines the experimental information from the two
RIPAL aluminium-insert firings, which were described in Section 2.4. Other
relevant data may be found in Appendix 1. While the intention of the
experiment was to explore transport mechanisms across the plasma, rail damage
effects in the vicinity of the inserts were found to be of interest in their
own right. Because of the variability of damage, records of all eight inserts
are presented (Fig 34), together with detailed observations. Ablation
measurements at two sites are also discussed. In the figure, the rails are
shown folded out; adjacent edges were at the bore lower surface. The lower
rail is positive, and the direction of motion is to the right.

Some general observations on surface damage can be made as follows:

Mi) All inserts suffered more severe damage than the adjacent copper~rail.

(ii) Much of the material removed from each insert was deposited
immediately 'downstream' on the same rail.

(iii) The area of insert-damage was markedly greater for all inserts in
RIPAL 2 than in RIPAL 1.

(iv) Insert-damage appeared to be independent of rail polarity.
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(a) RIPAL1 74mu (c) RIPALI 174wn

(b) RIPAL2 74.. Wd RIPL2 174M

FIGUE 34 Rail damage in the vicinity of aluminium rail-inserts at 74 mmn
and 174 mmn from the rail electrical co.anectors of RIPAL 1 (top)
and RIPAL 2. Rails shown folded out. Upper rail is negative.
Talysurf trace direction is marked.
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(e) RIPALI 274w. (9) RIPALI 374wm

(f) RIPFA2 274M (h) RIPML2 37dmn

FIGUJRE 34. Rail damage in the vicinity of aluminium inserts at 274 mmn

(contd) and 374 smm from the rail electrical connectors of RIPAL 1

and RIPAL 2 Talysurf trace direction is marked.
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Examination of the rails showed that molten aluainium swept

downstream from each insert had mainly resolidified in a flaky layer.
Alloying was evident downstre

am 
from the 74 a sites (Fig. 34(a) and (b)), and

beneath and near the edges of some flakes, which had lifted slightly from the

rail surface. It could be expected that similar effects would occur with all

inserts. The scavenging appears to have mainly occurred immediately after
the passage of the main body of the plasma, while the damaged material is
still molten.

There is some possibility that the plastic pyramids used for
protecting the foil (as explained in Section 3.4) could have interfered with
the insert surfaces. Smearing of molten copper surface (evident in Fig 34 (c)

and (d)) could perhaps be taken as evidence in support of this case. However,
it seems too much of a coincidence that the smear locations would be almost
identical. The similarity of the insert damage which was observed within each
shot would also lead one to discount this possibility.

Further downstream, aluminium is only evident (at XS) on the arc
tracks (c, d, a), and can be seen 3 to 5 cm downstream, with traces to
10 cm, as if aluminium vapour or droplets had been trapped on touching molten
arc tracks.

Insert damage appeared to be of two types; firstly, scouring
aligned with arc-tracks on both sides of inserts (henceforth referred to as
in-and-out-track's), and secondly, general melting. In the RIPAL 2 shot,
surface melting outside the obvious band of arc-track scours had generally
extended insert damage to the upper and lower bore surfaces, producing the
effect, on this shot only, of full height damage to the inserts. Some edge-
melted material had been forced beneath the body edges, and condensed in a
flaky layer (Fig. 34(d) and (f) particularly). Discussion of insert damage
will be considered later in this Section.

Fine copper condensate was evident (at XS) on all inserts of the

RIPAL 2 rails, and at least some of the RIPAL 1 rail inserts. This could only

have occurred after the molten aluminLum had been swept out. The particles or
droplets appeared fairly evenly distributed, suggesting a fine cloud sweeping
along behind the plasma. This possibility, however, would appear to be
countered by the lack of similar evidence on the surface of the downstream
aluminium flake, unless this had already dropped sufficiently in temperature
(through contact with the copper) that it was not as 'sticky' as the aluminium

insert.

The quality of electrical connection between the inserts and the

rails must be considered as a potential factor in damage to the inserts and

adjacent rail edges. If poor connections existed, this might explain the
damage difference between inserts and rails. Erosion of adjacent insert and
rail edges, and molten material between surface edges was evident at most, if
not all, sites. However, no pattern emerges which might lend support for an
argument that the difference between the two shots, or between inserts and
rails is supplied by a consistent difference in electrical connection.
Furthermore, the good correspondence between the band of in-and-out arc-tracks
and the width of insert damage (note (g) particularly) reinforced the view
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that the insert damage was not dominated by insert-to-rail connection
influences.

It seems unlikely that the copper 'condensate' on the inserts would
have come from boiling metal at an upstream edge of an insert, as such
material would, most likely, have been highly alloyed. It is therefore
possible that a cloud of copper vapour was carried along in the 'cold' plasma
tail.

Some evidence relating to material transport from rail to rail was
obtained from the experiments although no detailed metallurgical studies were
done. The positive rails of both shots showed traces of alloy in the 74 mm
to 174 m damage band.. This was the only region where there was no upstream
insert on the same rail, the insert being on the negative rail. The material
could only have come from the upstream negative-rail insert. Hence it must be
concluded, at least for this experimental set-up, that material was
transported from the negative rail to the positive rail. Because the 74 mm-
insert was in the negative rail for both firings, no evidence was produced on
the possibility of a reverse flow from the positive rail to the negative.

The mechanism of alloying is open to conjecture. The alloying may
have occurred in the plasma, mixing with ablated copper, to be eventually
dumped out of the plasma, or by way of aluminium vapour swept along behind the
plasma being deposited (in part) on the hot positive rail.

Aluminium-coppor alloy was also to be seen on a copper smear
opposite and downstream from the RIPAL 2 174 mm insert (Fig. 34(d)). However.
the presence of an upstream insert also makes this inconclusive.

Particular comment is required on damage to the inserts and the
adjacent rails. To obtain an objective measure of insert damage, a single
profile measurement was made of two of the inserts, one with 'narrow' damage
(RIPAL 1 at 174 mm, Fig. 34(c)), and the other 'broad' (RIPAL 2 at 374 m, Fig
34(h)). The power histories and shot parameters of these two firings were
similar, enabling some direct damage comparisons to be made. A single slice
across the middle of the insert was taken to be a reasonable average. (Damage
depth was generally greater at the downstream edge). The contours are shown
in Fig 35. Contour locations are also marked in Fig. 34. A Talysurf
instrument was used to obtain surface contours. This has a full-scale-range
of 0.1 me. The diamond stylus has a tip radius of 2.5 pm on a 900 cone and
has a 50 mg tip load.
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(a) Talysurf trace for RIPAL 1 insert at the 174 mm positive rail site.
This is an example of the narrower and deeper insert-damage.

: T : POSITVlE RA -

(b) Talysurf composite trace for RIPAL 2 insert at the 374 mm positive rail
site. This is an example of the broad insert-damage described.

FIG=U 35 Damage profiles across two RIPAL rail inserts. Trace
orientations relative to the rail photographs of Figure 34
are shown.
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The contrast between the two contours, and hence between the two

damged inserts, can readily be seen. The table below summarizes analysis of

the insert data.

Insert surface energy-density and mas losses

Shot Insert Approrimate Energy to Energy
Site (m) Mass Loss (mg) Melt (J)( ) Available (J)

RIPAL 1 174 5.2 5.7 8.5 to 9.5

RIPAL 2 374 3.1 3.4 8.0

(1) assuming all energy used in melting only

On the basis of the information in this table, and on observation of
the insert sites, three points can be made.

Firstly, if the same influences were operating on the adjacent
copper surfaces as on the insert, it would be expected that significant mass
loss would be evident on the copper rails also, i.e. only 1.7 times less by
volume than for the inserts. As this is not the case, there must be other
factors besides surface energy density which govern material loss. It seems
that even the drop in the thermal conductivity of aluminium from the solid to
the molten state by a factor of approximately 2 would not account for the
difference in damage relative to copper.

As the electrical integrity of the inserts in the rails appears to
have been satisfactory (discussed earlier in this Section), some other process
must be acting on the rail surface. On the adjacent copper rail surface, the
dominant surface-damage effect has been produced by arc-root (or arc track)
activity. As there appears to be very good correspondence between the damage
markings on the copper due to the insert in-and-out arc-tracks, and the damage
markings on the inserts, it seems likely that the difference in damage on the
two metals has been caused by a difference in the arc-track processes at the
two metal surfaces. Arc theory might provide an explanation, but such an
approach has not yet been attempted.tSecondly, from the table, 43Z to 60% of available energy has been
expended in melting the inserts. Assuming that this figure is valid, only 502
of the plasma energy would be available for raising the molten aluminium to
higher states. It seems likely then that only a small percentage of the
molten metal would actually reach first-level ionization (review the energy
table in Section 4.4.2). This represents a marked departure from a prediction
based on the Parker-Parsons (henceforth referred to as P-P) ablation model
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[i11*. The P-P model predicts an insert mass loss of only 0.25 mg, all of
which would be first-level ionized. This is equivalent to removal of a skin
layer 2 Mn thick. The prediction for copper in the same environment is
approximately 1 in skin-thickness removed. On reviewing copper surfaces
unmarked by arc-tracks, it seems possible that copper loss through thermal
radiation has been of such a low order. Hence, applicability of the P-P model
may depend on the metal used.

Thirdly, the differences in insert damage between the two RIPAL
shots probably reflect real differences between the two plasma armatures. The
conspicuous difference is the width of the damage to the inserts. (Refer
Figs. 34(c) to (h)). It should be noted that both injection and exit
velocities were almost identical for the two shots. RIPAL 1, with the
narrower damage, used a 12Z heavier initiating foil, and a 6.4Z heavier
projectile. From the B-dot data in Appendix 1, it can be seen that the
armature length of RIPAL 1 was appreciably shorter than that of RIPAL 2,
particularly for the first 150 mm. The relationship between these shot
parameters is not understood. An experimental study of foil type and mass
versus shot performance has been reported [3].

Finally, on the subject of ablation, it should be noted that when an
exposed molten surface is in a high velocity gas stream, higher rates of mass-
ablation are to be expected than one would expect from the energy balance
equations for the static condition [15]. The railgun plasma environment has
some similarity to this situation.

4.4.5 Rail Construction; the 'IPLAM" Experiment

The rails for the RIPLAM experiment were described earlier (Section
2.4). The reader is also referred to the earlier Section 4.4.1 and Figs. 32
and 33 for comment on rail damage in the early stages of electric-shot-life.
The subjective judgement was made that rail damage in early-shot-life was no
worse for the RIPLAM rail set, with its reduced copper area, than for full-
width rails.

Contour measurements of the rails were made at distances of 210 mm
and 375 mm from the breech end of the rails after the shot. Unfortunately no
comparative pre-shot measurements were made. Fig. 36 shows the contour traces
for both rails, and a photograph of the rails about the 375 mm band.

* In the P-P model, at sufficiently high energy levels, surface evaporation
is virtually instantaneous. All the evaporated material is ionized before
any more melting occurs, as the vapour is opaque to thermal radiation.
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The distinctive wandering arc-track patterns usually seen when
general damage was not dominant were not seen on this rail set, as arcs were
constrained to the copper strips until they were extinguished. General
comments follow:-

(i) In terms of surface-damage, there is no clear demarcation of
insulator and conductor boundaries (Fig. 36(b) particularly). This
Is not what was expected, as outlined in Section 2.4.

(ii) Arc-tracks are evident. Fig. 36(a) particularly, as distinguished by
damage peaks, i.e. by large localized contour deviations.

(iii) At 375 m, fine damage extends the full width of the exposed rail
surface, (Fig. 36(b) and (c)) copper and insulate alike.

(iv) The peak-to-peak damage (36 ym). is approximately the same at 210 mm
and 375 m., the limits being set by the craters and pits of distinct
arc locations (tracks).

(v) At 210 mm particularly (Fig. 36(a)), the contour indicates that the
top surface of the insulators are at different heights. At both
sites, the central insulation of the positive rail is higher than
the edge insulators, and on the negative rail the reverse effect
appears to be true. This unevenness probably reflects deficiencies
in rail preparation rather than differences in erosion rates.

As the original rail condition was not recorded, no judgement can be
passed on the uneven insulator height. Apart from the appearance of a few
blow-holes, and loss of a few short pieces at the very start of the filling,
the rail insulators survived well. This loss may have been aggravated by the
heating required to soft-solder heavy connectors to the rails. The evidence
indicates that these pieces broke away after the passage of shot, and had no
effect on electrical operation.

The reduction of surface area available for current flow into the
armature appears not to have increased surface damage of the copper.

4.4.6 Arc-Track Dmage Evidence

Apart from the points already made about arc-track damage,
additional information was available from a scrutiny of the tracks. As noted
elsewhere, [5,8] arc-track evidence points to the plasma-rail interface being
a complex region. Arc track patterns appear to be unpredictable in relation
to number, direction, and aggregation. The transition from general surface
damage to arc-track damage is variable from shot to shot, and rail to rail.
For example, for SUBAC 4, arc tracks are evident at about 120 am on the
positive rail, but do not appear on the negative rail to any great extent for
a further 100 mm. Figs. 34 (d) to (h) provide further examples of the
variability of arc-track behaviour. Further evidence is presented in this
Section of specific rail damage effects, with objective measurement of rail
surface contours.
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375 m relative to the breech end of the rails. The difference between

positive and negative rail damage, and the change which occurs over a distance
of 20 cm is of particular note.

As noted for the RIPLAM shots the classic pits and peaks of the arc-
tracks dominate the rail damage, giving the same peak-to-peak damage range of

25 M to 35 5ih as on other rails measured, including the RIPLAM rails.

It is interesting to note that the 185 - (breech-referenced)
location was in the region which produced dark areas on the streak photo. It
was demonstrated (Section 4.3.1) that this effect did not correspond to a
longitudinal plasma current distribution anomaly. Reference to Figs. 37(a)
and (b) does suggest that the plasma current was asymsetrically distributed
across the rail faces, but it is unclear how this may have modified optical
transmission, although a possible mechanism is suggested in Section 4.4.7.

Two firings, namely RIP 303 and 305, are of special interest in that
rail damage was notably different from the other shot (RIP 306) of that
group, and from all other lower-power shots. For both shots, the number of
distinct arc-tracks on one or both rails after 20 cm from electrical start
was relatively small. Fig 38(a) shows a short length of the RIP 305 rails in
this unusual region. Fig. 38(b) shows a surface contour across each of the
rails at 310 mm (breech-rail-end referenced). Fig. 38(c) shows contours of
the rail damage at an earlier rail position (175 em) for comparison of
damage. The damage at 175 mm is of the broad generalized type with evidence
of alloying.

The negative rail contour (Fig. 38(b)) shows four deep pits grouped
in two pairs, with very little damage to the remainder of the rail surface.
Only the two central pits are the result of arc action, the others being
scratches. The positive-rail damage is more general in nature, but is
concentrated in bands centered on two arc tracks. (The slight angle on these
two traces was due to a Talysurf alignment error. The bow in two traces can
be taken as post-shot rail distortion. Extreme surface heating causes
metallurgical changes and introduces stresses which bend the rails. It is
reasonable to expect that bending would occur transversely and
longitudinally. The effect has been reported (5,16] ). Referring to the
negative rail in Fig 38(a), it should be noted that, considering a slice
across the rail, the total area of damage in the vicinity of 270 mm seems to
greatly exceed that around 290 mm. Two interpretations are that either the
plasma current distribution changed, or the conduction mechanisms changed.
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Trace

.--.Positive Rail

FIGURE 37 (a) The SUBAC 4 rails near 185 mmn with the rails folded out.
Talysurf trace directions are marked. Distance is referenced
to the rail breech-end.

J - - NEGATIVE RAIL I k- -h t
1.0I fm . . Trace T

FIGURE 37 () Contour trace for the negative rail at 185 mm.

B -y2Zt 2 L eo.

FIGURE 37 (c) Contour trace for the positive rail at 185 mm
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Positive Rail

FIGURE 37 (d) The SUBAC4 rails near 375 mm with the rails folded out.
Talysurf trace directions are marked. Distance is referenced
to the rail breech-end.

FIGURE ~ ~ ~ ~ .4 37- .e Cot. trc fo th neatv rai at 37.

FIGURE 37 (f) Contour trace for the positive rail at 375 mnm.
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Positive Rail

FIGURE 38 (a) The RIP 305 rails near 310 mm with the rails folded out.
Talysurf trace directions are marked. Distance is referenced
to the rail breech-end.
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FIGURE 38 (b) Contour traces for the positive and negative rails at 310 mm
The double pit at the right-hand end of the negative-rail
trace corresponds to two scratches.
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The rail damage contours from the 175 - location further emphasize
rail-to-rail damage differences. Significant arc-track positions can be
identified on the negative rail, but both at 175 m and at 310 mm, the arc-
track 'crater-and-lip' patterns are absent from the positive rail. General
surface melting, as evidenced by broad damage, may have reduced the peak-to-
peak damage of the track patterns. Considering the damage to the negative
rail at 175 mm, it is difficult to imagine that the same arc caused the two-
track damage at 310 sm. ither other tracks were obliterated, or other
conduction processes were operative in the early phase. The earlier SUBAC 4
records are similar as shown in Fig. 37.

In attempting to explain the different pattern of arc-track-damage
for shots RIP 303/5, distinguishing features of the two shots need to be
considered. Although no single feature emerges, RIP 303/5 were the only low-
power shots which were initiated with aluminium foil, and had also experienced
non-electric firings pLior to the recorded shots. RIP 303 experienced two
prior shots, and RIP 305 one.

The results from other firings with aluminium present in the plasma
have shown clearly that aluminium alone is not the crucial factor.
Conditioning of the bore, such as polishing by a projectile pushed only by
propelling gases, could conceivably affect arc-surface interaction.

It is known that arc-spot movement is different on smooth and rough
surfaces [18]. Arc-spot movement to a new site can only occur when the site
is capable of supplying the vapour to support the plasma 118]. In simple
terms, this seems to occur by the melting of high-spots (micro-tips) for rough
surfaces, and by heating of immediately local spots by bending of the arc-root
for smooth surfaces [18]. If a smooth-surface rail is assumed, there may be a
tendency for the arc-roots to lag a plasma-front bowed ahead by J x B
forces. This could provide the necessary localized surface pre-heating to
enable an arc spot to move or jump, more-or-less in a straight-line, in the
bore direction, as against the more random and angled tracks usually seen as
an arc-root follows a trail of vapourizing micro-tips.

Other experimental evidence relates to the effect of bore
polishing. RIP 310 (aluminium foil) experienced a single preliminary shot,
and SUBAC 2 (copper foil) experienced two. One rail only of each of these
firings was atypical. The negative rail for RIP 310, and the positive rail
for SUBAC 2, showed unusually numerous arc-tracks in the later shot phase.
However, neither rail of either shot showed the reduced arc-track pattern
observed on the two lower-power RIP shots. Hence, the evidence that surface
finish influenced the arc-track damage in the rail-gun environment remains
inconclusive.

There is evidence that, at the time the arc-track effects under
discussion were being generated, the plasma current-distribution was
abnormal. The B-dot record from a probe very close to the RIP 305 region of
interest is shown in Fig. 39. The time-integral iq included to establish
confidence in the validity of the waveform. The waveform is unusual in both
the raggedness of the first peak, and in the contrast of the smooth shorter
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second peak. The waveform implies that the maximum current density of the

plasma occurs slightly to the rear of the physical centre. A more typical
plasma has its maximum current density significantly forward of the physical
centre. Fig. 39(b) shows the corresponding and more typical B-dot record from
RIP306. This observation does not assist explanation of the phenomenon, but
confirms the behaviour as being anomalous. Reference to Appendix 1 on B-dot
data for the 285 m and 310 mm positions shows that unusually long plasma
transit times were associated with the aluminium foil shots at this point in
shot travel.

It might also be expected that surface oxidation of the copper rail,
and oxidation distribution, would have some influence on plasma and arc-root
behaviour. However the history of rail pairs between preparation and firings
was not recorded, so a correlation cannot be attempted.

Three pieces of evidence, which bear on the nature of the railgun
plasma in general, remain to be presented. The first two relate to
turbulence. Fig. 40 shows a section of the rails from firing RIP 310.

Apart from showing damage differences at the two rails, which are in
themselves significant, this sample provides clear evidence of turbulence in
the current-carrying body of the plasma, as distinct from what might be
happening in a 'cooler' tail. The pattern shows the presence of either 'cork
screwing' of the whole plasma, or independent effects at the two rails.

The second piece of evidence arises from a study of rails used in an
earlier HIL experiment (URGS-1M) [17], in which it was observed for a number
of the firings that there was no definite position along the rails where
melted (or broad) damage finished leaving just arc-track damage [16].
Instead, the damage zones alternated in 1 cm to 7 cm sections. This indicates
that the damage mechanisms were also changing.

Finally, there is consideration of surface melting. Data are
available from the same set of experiments (Shot 3 of ERGS-lM), which indicate
that the minmum depth of surface melting for this shot was 20 pm (shot
travel, 520 =) (16]. For the RIP 305 shot, this scales to approximately
8 Pm (minimum), i.e. equivalent to 0.7 mg/m/rail melted. Note that the
depth of the arc pits for RIP305 (Fig. 43(b)) is recorded as 15 pm, which is
much deeper than the estimated melt depth. The fine surface finish between
arc-tracks for the RIP 305 and SUBAC 4 negative rails (Figs 37(e) and 38(b)
should particularly be noted. Clearly rail damage can occur with very little
surface evidence. No melt-thickness measurements were made en any of the
rails from the firings reported, however.

Two further points need to be made. Firstly, a significant
proportion (132) of plasma energy is being expended in melting the rail
surface. This must mean that a P-P based prediction of surface mass-ablation
and subsequent ionization is too high. Secondly, it highlikhts the difficulty
of making damage assessments and analyzing surface phenomena without
supporting metallurgical analyses.
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FIGUR 39 Pick-up coil waveforms for (a) RIP 305 coil at 285 mm; ragged
first peak. The waveform at 310 mm was simc~ar.
(b) RIP 306 waveforms at the same locations are normal,
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FIGURE 40 An example of evidence of plasma turbulence, RIP 310.
Rails shown folded out. Rail polarity marked at muzzle
end. Scale in mm is breech-end referenced.

4.4.7 Suamary of Damage Data

The main points from the previous Sections are summarized below,
together with some additional observations:

(i) Increased rail damage occurred while the plasma initiation foil was
in the metal-vapour-to-plasma transition. Because of the higher
energy required to vapourize aluminium, aluminium foil caused more
damage than a copper foil.

(ii) Severe, early, positive-rail damage was observed on some copper-foil
shots, but it was not observed on the aluminium foil shots reported
here. However the damage has been noted in other experiments at MRL
using aluminium foil for plasma initiation. The damage was thought
to be the result of electron-bombardment effects.

(iii) Arc-tracks were observed on all rails. Arc-tracks generated crater-
and-lip damage, with both crater and lip measuring up to 15 pm on
copper rails. Such peaks were observed to exceed the amplitude of
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adjacent diffuse surface-damage. In some diffuse-damage bands there
was no evidence of peaks or valleys that might be associated with
arc tracks. It was therefore considered unlikely that diffuse
damage consisted simply of a smearing or merging of the damage of
numerous arc tracks.

(iv) Aluminium surfaces suffered particularly severe damage relative to
that for copper in the same environment, and this was thought to be
due to the arc-roots affecting the two surfaces differently.

(v) The process of formation of a layer of (resolidified) aluminium
downstream from the arc-damaged aluminium rail inserts has yet to be
explained.

(vi) Evidence from arc-damage on aluminium suggests, and the depth of
surface melting on copper rails indicates, that the P-P 'mass
ablation' model results in a prediction of ionize -aass which is too
high.

(vii) There was strong evidence for the existence of plasma turbulence at
the surface of the rails.

(viii) Different damage effects were observed on two rail sets, in that the
number of arc-tracks was appreciably less than usual. This seemed
to correlate best with rail surface history, but the evidence was
inconclusive.

(ix) There is convincing evidence that current conduction paths can

occupy considerably less than the full rail height.

x) For the three sets of rails used at a peak current of 130 kA, post-
shot rail curvature was significantly greater on the negative rail,
implying that power dissipation was greater there.

(xi) In the railguns used in this study, the 12R heating contribution to
rail damage was undetectable.

(xii) Silica-filled-epoxy rail channels (or rails-within-the rail)
survived well. Epoxy damage was no greater than adjacent copper
damage, and general damage across the rails was no worse (peak-to-
peak) than on the rails of other copper-foil shots.

(xiii) When aluminium was used as the plasma initiating foil, first 'plate-
out' occurred at the site corresponding to peak armature power.
Subsequent plate-out was patchy and unpredictable for much of the
rail length. This was interpreted as indicating that there was a
cool layer 'attached' to the rear of the projectile. Small pieces
of foil unconsumed in the initial blast were protected there until
swept out occasionally, to be consumed and dumped onto the rails.

(xiv) The RIPAL experiments provided evidence that material is transported
from the negative rail to the positive. No evidence on the
possibility of flow in the reverse direction was available. The
mechanism of transport is open to conjecture.
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4.5 Coajectural Model of the Developed P1asm

In Section 4.1.2 the development of the plasma was considered. A
model for the plasma when it is in its steady state is now considered.

The combination of the rail damage evidence, particularly that
described in Section 4.4.6, and the current distribution evidence discussed in
Section 4.3.2 leads to the following model for the steady-state plasma.

The high temperature of the plasma causes material to evaporate from
the bore wall*. The plasma cannot transfer energy to the bore walls without
its outer surface becoming cooler than its bulk. At the rails, therefore,
there is a relatively cool layer of metal vapour. This layer is both
optically dense [11,191. and of relatively low conductivity compared with the
plasma. To maintain the appropriate high level of current, arcs 'punch'
through this layer and connect the plasma to the rails via additional parallel
paths. The plasma 'slides' along this layer, giving the impression that the
cooler layer travels back along the walls. As discussed in Section 4.3.2,
the current in the plasm bulk is diffusely distributed.

Arc-root vapour jets, with velocities up to 1 k/ls (121, inject
vapour directly into the plasm, through the boundary layer, providing a
significant source of vapour for ionization [123. Arc tracks generated near
the plasma front are probably followed preferentially by trains of arc
roots. (Marshall has postulated the existence of arc-roots travelling from
the tear to the front (9)). Even with semi-continuous surface melting, tracks
may not be obliterated, as following arc-roots would 'renovate' the track.

Turbulence at the rail walls occasionally causes metal vapour from
the boundary layer to pass over the non-rail bore surfaces and thereby partly
obscure the view of the plasma through the polycarbonate walls. This effect
is demonstrated in the RIP 305 streak photograph particularly. (Fig. 24(a)).

The turbulence also cauies the thickness of the colder layer to
fluctuate, and sometimes to become very thin. Due to the closeness of the hot
body of the plasma to the rail surface, conduction of current between the rail
and the plasma then becomes predominantly diffuse and ohmic. The broadness
of the damage, in contrast to the damage due to arc roots, reflects the
diffuse nature of the conduction. This broad damage is perhaps closer to the
general nature of the interaction implied and envisaged in the P-P model.
This interaction may occur over only a portion of the plasm length or rail
height, or at one rail-plasma surface and not at the other.

Consequently the rail surfaces may show both arc-track and diffuse
types of damage across the same bore section, although arc tracks will
probably not be present in a very close encounter between the plasm and a
rail surface. An example can be seen on the negative rail in Fig. 38(c).
Here two arc-tracks can be seen at the rail edge, but they are isolated from
the diffuse damage band.
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The above two paragraphs are thought to be a plausible explanation
for the variation in damage in regions where the plasma in considered to be
well established. Evidence points to there being other damage mechanisms in
action in the plasma formation and development stage, as noted in Section
4.4.1.

The arc-root model described here has implications for rail damage
and ionized mass estimates. The vapour layer at the rail surface is now seen
as having significant thickness. It will reduce the radiant energy component
at the rail surface, and a greater fraction of the energy will cause melting
Rail damage will be higher and ionized mass (from direct radiant energy) will
be lower than might be expected from a P-P prediction. In the arc-root phase

some sort of dynamic equilibrium must be established between vapour-layer
thickness and the rail surface-energy that generates the layer.

Whether ionized mass is gained by the plasma predominantly by P-P
type ablation, and to what extent arc-root vapour-jetting might contribute,
could perhaps be resolved by a RIPLAN-style reduced-rail-surface experiment.
If the P-P model is valid, then halving the copper surface in the rails should
roughly halve the ablation rate. This should be easily detectable as a
velocity improvement in a long gun. If, on the other hand, arc-jetting is
the primary source of vapour for ionizing (within the plasma as opposed to at
its surface), then no change in performance would be expected, as the number
of arc-roots would probably be the same in both cases. On this subject,
Cobine [12] states that metallic vapour jets originating at cathode spots are
the principal source of vapour in the vacuum arc.

5. SIMM(RY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Sumry and Discussion

This report has dealt with the equipment developed for, and with the
experiments performed in, railgun studies aimed at understanding the plasma
armature and rail damage.

The particular features of the equipment used for these purposes
were the clear polycarbonate gun-bodies and the powder-gun injector.

The powder-gun injector introduced new problems because the
experimental methods used successfully in static-start railguns were not
applicable. These problems were solved by:

Ci) developing a new projectile design based upon nested plastic
pyramids with a copper foil on plasti: film inserted between the
rear end pyramids such that the foil was protected from the powder
gun blast, while maintaining a light but positive pressure against
the rail surfaces,
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(ii) the use of an injector with a scored steel diaphragm to ensure
proper confinement and burning of the powder.

With the above injector and projectile design, injection velocities in the
range 1.2 to 1.4 Wms were obtained with good repeatability and with excellent

obturation throughout the that life and with reliable connection of electrical
power after the projectile entered the railgun.

Examination of the plasma streak photographs and the current and

voltage records produced:

(I) a mechanism for the foil-to-plasm transformation,

(ii) evidence of a relatively large gas pressure drive during plasma
development, and

(iii) estimates of plasma length.

In addition, detailed examination of the current and voltage records enabled
the inductance and resistance components present during charging of the
storage Inductor and during the inductive drive after crowbar to be
determined.

Magnetic pick-up coils were used to cross-check the plasm position,
as given by the streak photographs, and to infer the current distribution in
the plasma. Interpretation of the pick-up coil waveforms was assisted by
reference to a look-up table of waveforms to be expected at various distances
from various length plasmas with various current distributions. The pick-up
coils showed that current is sometimes symmetrically distributed over the
length of the plasma and sometimes is concentrated at the leading edge with a
distribution tapering off to the rear. It was clear that the current is
generally not uniformly distributed over the full length of the plasma. When
examined in conjunction with streak photographs the pick-up coil waveforms
showed that opaque layers could be present between the plasma and the bore
walls.

Rail damage was considered in terms of armature power, current
magnitude and type of arc tracks both for conventional and for experimental
rails with aluminium and silicalepoxy inserts. Even though injection at
velocities above 1 km/s was used, rail damage was still unacceptable in the
breech region. Based on a subjective comparison of rails from aluminium
foil-80 kA firings, it is not certain that any improvement was gained above
400 m/s. From a damage aspect, copper has limitations in the plasma-arc
environment. On the other hand, copper-tungsten was used as electrode
material in both crowbar and main switches in MRL railgun experiments with
great success (7]. As these electrodes showed little damage even after
extended use, this material was considered for the rails during the early
experimental programs. However its supply in suitable sizes, and difficulties
of machining, presented major obstacles to its use.

Drawing on dnaage evidence, and existing ideas about the nature of
arc-electrode interfaces, a plasm-arc model was developed. A feature of the
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model is its explanation of the presence of the arcs that produce rail track-
damage. These arcs are believed to be an inevitable consequence of the
development of a reasonably stable low-conductivity metal vapour layer at the
rail surface. Blectrical conduction through this layer is primarily by
multiple arc breakdown.

An experiment was proposed for obtaining data on the relative
contributions to armature mass-addition due to ionization by radiant energy at
the rail, and from direct ionization of injected arc-root vapour-jet material.

5. Z Conclusions

The major conclusions from these investigations are as follows:

Mi) For the railguns used at MRL, injection at 1 kWe8 does not reduce
rail damage to a degree that is likely to allow repeated use of the
rails.

(ii) Since early rail damage correlates most directly with the energy
required to vapourize the initiating foil, means other than foil
explosion should be studied for establishing the plasma.

(iii) The 500 m gun was too short to be an effective test bed. The
plasma initiation and development phase occupied too much of the in-
bore life, and the projectile received a 'non-electric' velocity
boost during this time.

(iv) Arc damage was particularly severe on aluminium rail segments. This
feature detracts from the use of aluminium as a rail which otherwize
is attractive due to its high vapourization and ionization energies.

(v) The single experiment using insulating channels along the rail
length showed that this scheme for reducing copper surface has
potential. Performance was at least equal to that for similar shots
with conventional rails, and there was some indication that the
plasma was more compact.

(vi) As the exit velocity in these short guns was unlikely to be
significantly reduced by armature mass addition (ablation limiting).
the constant velocity phase in the 130 A shots was probably the
result of excessive projectile friction. While 'stacked-pyramid'
projectile construction ensured excellent obturation, some variant
may be needed for higher-power railguns to reduce friction.

(vii) The accumulation of evidence pointed to there being two mechanisms
for conduction of current between the plasma and rails. One
mechanism was a diffusive (ohmic 'contact') mode, and was associated
with much higher levels of visible damage. The other mechanism was
arc conduction through a low conductivity boundary layer. This
latter mechanism results in the arc-track type of damage.
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(viii) Rail energy density during arc-mode conduction was seen as being
lower than the Parker-Parsons (at alia) ablation model assumes.

(ix) The type and extent of arc-track damage ight depend on surface
effects related to the history of the rail. More experimentation is
needed if conclusive evidence is to be obtained.
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APPENDIX 2

Calculated Magnetic Pick-up Cal Vavefoars

Nkgnetic pick-up coils may be used to infer the distribution of
current in the plasm, if they are oriented so as to link the plasma magnetic
flux and to ignore the rail flux. The coil axis must be parallel to the gun
axis to obtain such flux linkage. T properly interpret the waveforms
obtained fron pick-up coils (also called "B-dot" i.e. dB/dt coils) it is
necessary to compare them with wavefornm obtained by calculation for various
plasma lengths, coil locations and current distributions.

A convenient distribution to begin with is uniformly distributed
current, which may be divided into 9 x N filaments.

Crnsider a point P at height Y above the top of the railgun bore and
midway between the rails (Fig 41).

/

A r/

rl y

X H

F MX 41 Geometry for calculation of magnetic flux density at a point P
above the centre of the railgun bore, due to M x N filements of
current passing from one rail to the other.
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Since P is at distance r from the centre of a general filament, as shown in
Fig 42, the magnitude of the flux density, AB, at P due to the filament is
(20l :

AB -- osa (1)

where Al is the filamint current and u0 is the permeability of free space.

P

r

a a

S/2  S/2

FICI 42 Point P is located distance r from the mid point of current
filaments of length S

If the general filement is located at distance x from the left hand
end of the plasma, and is distance h below the top of the plashm, (Fig 43),
distance r is:

r = [(p - x)2 + (Y + h)2 11/2 (2a)

and Cos a from Fig. 42 is given by:

Cos a = 0 (2b)

2€V(r2+ )
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r y

x-Jp~p

FI(1~~~ 48 Gsxr o aclto fdsac

locatedC at (Ge)th oiot and vetcal ctione of te filr t r

(Fig 4)

AB~ =iSin y = B (Y +h) (3)r

AB ~ S -ABO y A U (- V) (4)
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r Y+h

FIQ.44 Geometry for horizontal and vertical components of flux density
at P due to filsiment at (z, h)

If in distances X and H there are N and M equally spaced filaments
respectively, then:

x =(n-1) X(5
(N-i)

h 1)(-i) H (6)

where the general filament at (x, h) is the (n, rn)th filement.

Cmiining the above expressions and sunning over all the filaments
yields the total horizontal and vertical flux density components at P to be:

PoIS N M Y+(rn-i) H

nI rnI (ni 2 (r-i 2M1 ~2i
n i (p - D jX)2 + (y+ (jDH)2 +4S 1/

4A2.



and:

MIS N U ND

= ~. (N- )

x -iD i( - - X) 2 + ( (n-) F2 8I/

(N-i) X Y+~ 3 H

where I is the rail current, i.e. I - WI(Al.

If a magnetic pick-up coil is oriented so that its cross section is
normal to the horizontal component of the fluxI that is the coil axis coincides
with the direction of the barrel axis, the voltage induced in the coil, e, is
dependent only on the %! comp~onent, i.e.

e - NA6 ___ (9)
dt-

where N is the number of turns on the coil, A is the cross sectional area
presented to the flux and dBH/dt is the time rate of change of flux density.
If the rate of change of flux is due to the plasma moving past the pick-up
coil with velocity v . dxldt, then

dt dt di

If the velocity, v, is constant, (9) and (10) yield:

e =K~-(i

where K -NAv.

'The rate of variation of Ikqn (7) with respect to x therefore gives
the wagnetic pick-up coil voltage waveformi, at constant plasm velocity.

Equations (7) and (8) give the field cmm~ents for equal current
AI in each filement. If the number of filamnts per unit length is the ssme

* horizontally and vertically the results are for a unifori current
distribution.
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Fig 46 shows the results fran evaluation of Eqns (7) and (11) for 6
H/S values and 6 distances (Y) above the bore, for uniform current
distribution. The boxes below the waveforma represent the plasm geometry in
a square bore railgun and are scaled so that each point on the waveform gives
the induced voltage when the position coil is at that horizontal position
relative to the pla me .

By applying a weighting factor to the numerators of Eqns (7) and (8)
the field strengths and induced voltages due to other current distributions
may be found. For example, if the current density rigsa linearly fran zero at
the left hand end of the plasm to a mxinum at the b"u filament and then
falls linearly to zero at the right hand end, (Fig 45a), the factor to be
applied to the numerator inside the sumation in Eqn (7) is:

2 (n-1)(b-i)if i<nlb(b-l)

and 2 (N-n) if b A n s N
(N-b)

In terms of the gun geomtry, this means that the current varies linearly in
the barrel-axis direction.

Figs 47 and 48 show the calculated pick-up coil waveform for
current linearly distributed about the centre of the plasm and for current
that rises linearly to its peak a quarter of the distance fram the left hand
end and falls to zero over the reminder of the plasm.

Another distribution of interest jj one in which the current density
is constant fran the left hand end to the b'" filament and then falls linearly
to zero at the right hand end (Fig 45b). The factors to be applied to the
numerator for this case are:

N ifI<n b(N + ;)

d2T (NN- n) if b s n s N
(N+ b) (N- b)

Waveform for the case where the current is uniformly distributed over half
the plasm and falls linearly to zero at the other end are given in Fig 49.

he plots of calculated pick-up coil waveforms show that a great
variety of waveforms is produced according to the height above the bore, the
length of the plamsm and the current distribution. Study of the waveforms
leads to the following conclusions.
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(i) The pick-up coils should be as close as possible to the railgun
bore. The closer the coils are, the greater is the variety in
waveforms and hence the more easily can the current distribution and
plasma length be deduced by inspection. All waveforms becom
sinusoidal if the pick-up coils are several bore heights from the
plasn. The coils need to be within one bore height of the plasma
surface in the case of plmas five to ten times as long as they are
high and closer for shorter plaams.

(ii) The peaks of the waveforms correspond closely to the ends of the
plasma only for uniform current distributions and then only for
plasmas that are at least as long as they are high. For plasmas
that are shorter than their height, the peaks occur a considerable
distance either side of the plasma.

(iii) Tbiform current distribution is characterized by sharp peaks
separated by an inflection or flat region that becomes more
pronounced as the plasma length increases and the distance from the
plasma decreases. Uniform current distribution is also
characterised by wavaforms which have odd-function synmetry, i.e.
wavefonm which are symmtrical about the horizontal axis.

(iv) Linear current distributions symmetrical about the centre of the
plasm produce relatively rounded wavefoms which are symmetrical
about the horizontal axis.

(v) tksymmtrionl current distributions produce waveforms with a sharper
peak corresponding to the region of greatest current density and a
bulbous peak corresponding to the region of lowr current density.

It should be r 1 *-red that the waveforms assume constant plasma
velocity. When the plasma is long (e.g. 100 mn), the velocity may alter
significantly during the passage of the plasma past the pick-up coils.
Increasing velocity would sharpen the trailing peak and increase its
amplitude. The converse is also true, i.e. a decreasing velocity would
broaden the trailing peak and decrease its amplitude.

I I

1 b N b N

Flfen No. FibmeN No.

(a) (b)

' MFIQ 45 Linear and uniform-plus-linear current distributions
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UNIFORM CURRENT DISTRIBUTION DUVIENI

PamK-w 000i. PLOM

0. 24

2.5H

COIL AT 0.21H 0.114 0.79

FIGURE 46 Pick-up coil waveforms for uniform current distribution
within the plasma.

Waveforms sire given for Pick-up Coil& Which are
located (I) 0.25H1, (ii) 0.514 and (III) 0.75H1 from the
plasma surface where H is the size of the bore of a square
bore railgus. The plasma cross-sectios along the length of

~ ~ ~the railgun is shown beneath each waveform. The plasma length,
'1 X, varies from 0.2H1 to 1011. Plasma motion Is right to left.
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UNIFORM CURRENT DISTRIBTO 0EN

P3W-I, Can. Pt.A"I

0. 2H

2. 5H

7.34

COIL Al H 1. 5" 314

FIG. 46 CONT Pick-up coil waveforms for uniform current distribution
within the plasma.

Waveforms are given for pick-up coils located (iv) H,
(v) 1.5H and (vi) 31H from the plasma surface.
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LINEAR SYMMETRIC CURRENT DISTRIBUTION DEST

2.S

ON

7.34H

COIL AT 0.11H H 1.34N

FIGURE 47 Pick-up coil waveforms for linear symmetric current
distribution within the plasma.

* Waveforms are given for pick-up coils located (i) 0.5H,
60i H and (iii) 1.511 from the plasma surface.
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LINEAR ASYMMETRIC CURRENT DISTRIBlUTION DMT

ONTH

2.5UN

7. ON

113H

COIL AT 0.3 Nm H.

FIGURE 48 Pick-up coil waveforms for linear asymmetric current
distribution within the plasma.

Waveforms are given for pick-up coils located ri) 0.5H,
(ii) H and (iii) 1.5H from the plasma surface.
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UNIFORM PLUS LINEAR FALL CURRENT DISTRIBUTION CURN

PIaK-I intL

0.24

H

2.5H4

7.5N4

COIL AT 0.514 H45.

u FIGURE 49 Pick-up coil waveforms for uniform followed by linear
fall current distribution within the plasma.

* Waveforms are given for pick-up coils located (i) O.5H,
(ii) H and (iii) 1.5H from the plasma surface.
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